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ABSTRACT

This Thesis presents an overview of a research effort to improve aviation safety by
managing and analyzing human factors in aviation maintenance by exploring reasons
and regulations which have been involved all aircraft personnel who are maintaining
commercial aircraft to have a deep understanding of the role that human factors play in
the safety of the airlines maintenance and overhaul industry in general and in Saudi
Arabian Airlines in particular then it will provides advanced future solutions to satisfy
the aviation expansion and its future needs while importance of this research on
chapter 1 lies in the fact that a huge percentage of maintenance mistakes involve
human factors where the majority of all aviation maintenance incidents and accidents
are the result of human error Furthermore the maintenance world has unique Human
Factors issues that are more severe and longer lasting than elsewhere in other aviation
fields moreover according to the research issues, research questions, research
objectives, methodology, results, and implications of the results to theory and practices
will provides a unique perspective on aviation safety by focusing on everyday’s
challenges that airplane’s technician face and its effects on general aviation safety
rather than other safety discipline. this research collected and employs mixed research
methodology quantitative and qualitative while evaluating variables through
hypothesis testing, analyzed using the frequency distribution on chapter 3 and 4, the
findings of the study suggest that the most common cause of aviation accidents related
to maintenance is unsafely system operation, and the most likely reasons for the human
errors in aviation maintenance is stress,it aims to provide improvement solutions and
to introduce new and modern ways of applications that can bridge certain aviation
maintenance gaps of the associated subjects on chapter 2 by effective ways of doing
that such like implementing and designing a Step by step assembly instructions
interactive electronic version of technical manual (Smart Z-tech. manual) and (digital
scale tool box) where aviation technicians need such instructions photos and diagrams
that could quickly help them to assemble components or to locate component’s parts to
its precise location by using such a technique without flipping any single sheet of
manual papers and with a minor chance to commit a human error or mistake which
leads in the end to improve aviation safety. Key words Aviation Safety Human Factors
Human Errors Aircraft maintenance.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the historyof aviation, human factors research has been used to

influence aircraft

design, aviation organizations, and the regulations of flight and

pilots. Wells and Rodrigues (2003) noted that in the early days of aviation,
"mechanical failure accounted for 80% of aircraft accidents while the remaining 20%
were the result of human error; however, by the 1980s human error accounted for
80% of accidents. The reversal was a result of improving technology and enhanced
aircraft reliability; thus, shifting the focus of aviation safety officials to human error".
Mechanic never being the cause of most aircraft accidents, "Mechanics were seldom
considered because pilot error quickly became the accepted cause of most accidents"
(Taylor & Pantankar, 2001). "Aviation regulatory agency officials thus focused
enforcement efforts exclusively on the pilot workforce in the U.S. and U.K." (Edkins,
2002, 333). Unfortunately, by the1990s, several many outlines lapse in airplane
mechanic decision drew attention to the human factors regulation in the mechanic
workforce.
In1988, the famous Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 suffered from spectacular
structural failure when the fuselage structure surrounding the passenger compartment
came off the aircraft during flight. Technicians had repeatedly failed to detect
progressive cracking of aircraft structure. Although pilots were able to land the
aircraft, the notoriety of the incident caused it to be included in most research
regarding human factors as an example of Human Factors and errors.
This Aloha incident was followed in the year of 1991 by an Embraer type120
(EMB-120) crash at Eagle Lake, Texas after mechanics released the aircraft for flight
with incomplete maintenance. "Mechanics had disassembled a portion of the tail of
the aircraft and failed to reassemble that portion before allowing the aircraft to be
flown. The pilots were able to make a successful flight from Houston to Eagle Lake.
On the return route, loaded with passengers headed for connecting flights in Houston,
1

the aircraft disintegrated in flight. In 1995, an Atlantic Southeast Airlines EMB-120
crashed after mechanics repeatedly failed to detect advancing corrosion damage
around the connecting ring of a propeller blade. Thirty-one minutes after departure, a
propeller blade separated from the engine. The crew attempted a forced landing but
crashed" (www.hf.faa.gov).
The notoriety of the Aloha incident created a dramatic paradigm shift in
aviation safety. Pictures of passengers still in their seats exposed by the missing
fuselage structure were far more potent images of maintenance related event than the
barely recognizable remains of smoking debris at the typical accident site shown in a
few seconds on the evening news. While human factors regulations were already in
place for pilots, the paradigm shift was used to focus greater attention on the subject
of aircraft mechanics.
In the 1990s, researchers expanded their studies into how mechanics make
mistakes in an attempt to answer these questions on why they were performing
maintenance incorrectly or failing to recognize the need for maintenance through
poorly done inspections.
Early researchers into maintenance human factors chose a high profile,
catastrophic events to show the dangers posed by aircraft maintenance in the absence
of human factors programs. While the researchers examined each case in detail and
pointed out errors for other maintainers to avoid, researchers were unable to
demonstrate the quantitative extent of the problem regarding maintenance-related
accident rate or generate trend analysis to predict future rates. "As air travel increased
by

187%

throughout

the

1990s,

maintenance-relatedaccidents

increased

commensurately" (Fogarty, 2004, 102). Pointing out the consequences of maintenance
error no longer sufficed as researchers recognized the need for more rigorous
approaches to the problem.
Turning from reviews of high profile accidents, other researchers focused on
"classifying maintenance related accidents to evaluate the most frequent type of
maintenance error to develop a focus for corrective measures" (Aslanides et al.,2007,
22; Fogarty, 2004; Majumdar et al., 2009, 10).
"Still other researchers focused on developing trends from using the ASRS
database of self-reported (by the mechanic) maintenance errors" (Lattanzio et al.,
2008; Patankar, 2003, 25). Until 2003, researchers hinted at the benefits of human
factors programs for aircraft mechanics but were unable to provide evidence to
2

support it because no organizational leaders had implemented such a program on a
large scale. Due to many aircraft maintenance business consists of small business
according to the following interesting facts:
-

50 percent which is half of the aircraft repair stations have less than 10
employees.

-

More than eighty percent of the aircraft maintenance repair stations have less
than 50 employees.

-

Only thirty perecent of U.S repair stations holds European aviation safety
agency EASA certificate beside FAA.

-

MRO maintenance and repair station of Saudia airlines holds certificates,
American federal aviation and the European aviation safety agency plus their
own GACA certificate of general authority of civil aviation.
After an initial surge in the 1990s, interest in maintenance human factors

quickly dissipated as investigative literature into the problem was reduced
dramatically after 2001, and became nearly nonexistent after 2003.
1.1.1

IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH IN AVIATION INDUSTRY

Maintenance has become a very important aspect in today's fast-paced, and the
interaction between people and technology has a significant impact on general safety
and trustworthiness, especially if it relates to critical and huge disciplines like aviation
science. The Chernobyl accident, in the late ‘80s, triggered interest in safety
management systems, and ‘safety culture’ became the most-talked-about term in hightech and high-risk endeavors. "It also accentuated that safety management systems
alone will not ensure safety: pro-safety organizational cultural processes are critical in
maximizing their effectiveness" (Dobrev, 2003, pp.264). This poses a major challenge
for managers and owner-operators to create unique organizations with a type of safety
culture that is capable of achieving zero accidents. A similar challenge is faced by
regulators with regard to monitoring compliance in highly regulated environments
such as aviation.
This raises a critical question about the existing methodologies of monitoring
and assessing safety through internal and external auditing systems. Should the focus
3

be on safety management systems related ‘paperwork’ or on ‘actual practices’
described by employees at the sharp end?
"A similar convoluted task is also faced by researchers with regard to
measurement of safety culture" (Drury, 2004, pp. 26). Should the focus be on
‘psychological’ aspects, such as attitudes and values about safety, or on ‘practices’
and associated factors that lead to either a good or a lax safety culture?
It is common knowledge that in high-tech, high-risk and highly regulated
environments, such as aviation, the culture of safety plays a significant role in
ensuring safety. There is a multitude of definitions of the term ‘safety culture’.
Pidgeon and O’Leary (1994) defined it as ‘the set of beliefs, norms, attitudes, roles
and social and technical practices within an organization which is concerned with
minimizing the exposure of individuals both within and outside an organization to
conditions that are considered to be dangerous’. "Safety culture researchers have
argued that factors such as organizational strength in management and
implementation of safety systems" (Cheung, 2005, pp. 109), "priority given to safety
matters", (Flin et. al, 1996, pp. 36), "failure to follow procedures" (McDonald et al.,
1997a, pp. 20) play a major role in safety culture. In a recent study in aviation
industry, Gill (2001) found that organizations are in constant struggle to minimize
risks and maximize available resources. She identified the following organizational
dynamics to be the underlying factors in aviation operations’ safety culture:


Consideration of safety to be a strategic goal by top management and/or
owner-operators



Allocation of resources to minimize hazards



Communication of safety concerns to all



Management to take interest in safety issues, ‘walk the talk’, inspire staff to be
safe, uphold professional integrity, and lead by example



Provision of safety education through safety training and seminars



Availability of feedback on reported incidents/accidents to all staff



Operations staff to be safety-conscious at all times



Individuals’ and organizations’ focus to be on safety rather than personal or
financial gains

4

"The importance of safety culture and inherent organizational cultural processes in
high-risk and high-tech technologies such as aviation is well documented" (Caldwell,
2009, pp. 29).
Thus; the organizations need to embrace fully safety culture and operate
within the environment of ‘informedness, trust and flexibility’. From this, it is evident
that the achievement of safety objectives in highly regulated environments largely
depends on an organization’s ‘ways of doing things’ - its culture that acts as the
operating system. In reality this achievement may still be pending: in a New Zealand
industry-wide safety culture study, it has been observed that in aviation organizations,
activities or practices that are related to safety are not taken to be of priority in
ensuring safety (Baron, 2009, pp. 197).
It was further revealed that the nature of aviation industry is such that
managers and owner-operators must minimize all costs to keep the business running:
“The aviation industry is highly competitive and as a consequence some businesses
appear to be struggling to stay solvent. Competition leads to price wars that restrict
the operators’ ability to meet the cost of safety; it puts pressure ‘to get the job done’
because the opposition is seen to ‘get the job done’. This kind of competition
produces the ‘if they go, we go’ culture” (Argote, 2007, pp.337).
The philosophy of Human Factors design principles that theses safety
applications of knowledge can be applied to tiny tools as simple as writing instrument
such as a pen, to huge systems as complex as a space shuttle as it is generally known.

5

1.1.2

HOW HUMAN FACTOR AFFECTS AVIATION SAFETY
As the years go by, technology keeps growing rapidly and bringing a lot of

changes in the world today. This, however; does not relieve human beings from their
responsibility of maintaining the success, including safety in this industry; Aviation
industry. "However, they must continue to be knowledgeable, flexible, dedicated, and
efficient while exercising good judgment to enable improves safety in air
travel(Bowen, 2005, pp. 267). In result, this has encouraged the industry to put much
effort towards the training of employees, buying of equipment and systems that may
in turn has an impact that would go a long way to the industry’s future. The rapid
revolution of technology has consequently led to the industry having to be more
creative and stop relying solemnly on the human experience or intuition as a means of
judgment in their performance since the revolution is happening faster than the rate at
which humans can adapt. According to recent research carried out on accidents in
commercial airplane; hull, results have proven that more than 70 percent of those
accidents are a result of an error that has been caused by human. Even though it is
related to the operations of flight, error due to human has become one of the main
concern in the management of air traffic and maintenance of practices. Improper
maintenance contributes to a significant amount of aviation accidents and incidents;
performance of some maintenance task incorrectly is the reason behind this, such as
installing parts or components in the wrong way or a wrong flow direction.
Alternatively, such as forgetting some tools inside aircraft's part or one of its systems,
which leads to the well-known huge percentage of maintenance human mistakes or
errors, involving human factors. However, the mistake of aircraft maintenance
personnel could not be so easy to detect; it remains latent and has a significant safety
threat affecting the safe operation of the airplane for long periods of time.
Its popularity has grown due to the industry realizing that human error, in
comparison to mechanical error, rates higher in the causing of most accidents and
incidences in the commercial aviation industry. These human factors have been
considered narrowly to go hand in hand with the crew resource management (CRM)
or maintenance resource management (MRM). However, this should not be viewed
narrowly since there is a broader view in its knowledge base and scope.

6

Human factors "involves gathering information about human abilities,
limitations, and other characteristics and applying it to tools, machines, systems,
tasks, jobs, and environments to produce safe, comfortable, and effective human use"
(Chandra, 2004, pp. 54).

“In aviation, human factors are dedicated to better

understanding how humans can most safely and efficiently be integrated with the
technology. That understanding is then translated into design, training, policies, or
procedures to help humans perform better,” said Curt Graeber, chief engineer, Boeing
Commercial Airplanes Group.
According to him, since improving human performance can help the industry
reduce the commercial aviation accident rate, much of the focus is on designing
human-airplane interfaces and developing procedures for both flight crews and
maintenance technicians.

He noted that "Boeing has also continued to examine

human performance throughout the airplane to improve usability, maintainability,
reliability, and comfort" (Cheung, 2005, pp. 109).
In addition, “human factors specialists participate in analyzing operational
safety and developing methods and tools to help operators better manage human error.
These responsibilities required the specialists to work closely with engineers, safety
experts, test and training pilots, mechanics, and cabin crews to properly integrate
human factors into the design of all Boeing airplanes”, Graeber added. Experts have
concluded that investigations can be more reliable if time is taken to focus on the
elements related to humans that result into the incidents, and also focus on the
environmental factors as well as the physical and technological factors. This also
ensures that future accidents or incidents are put to the low and the efficiency of the
organization, including its efficiency, safety performance, culture and the system of
communication is improved in a great way (Argote, 2007, pp.337).

7

The occurrences, change in procedures or the effort towards controlling and altering
of the observations is not the main issue concerning their conclusion. The most
important thing is going deeper into these behaviors in order to gain an understanding
of the reasons why they occurred and in the end also come up with new solutions to
the providence methods of managing the failures of human and in turn the companies
will not only be safer but also be more adaptable to safety and also adopt proactive
methods towards safety. "Also that, the knowledge of human factors is also important
for the actual investigation process itself if the best results are to be achieved because,
although humans are often at the core of a problem, they are crucially part of the
solution" (Aslanides, 2007, pp. 51). Adding that, “an awareness of the psychological
aspects of others enables the formation of a productive investigation team, who can
work together to produce comprehensive results, and enables effective management
of the interviewing, information gathering and dissemination of findings processes.”
As research has proven previously, human have been blamed for over 70
percent accidents that have occurred in the aviation industry even though failures due
to technical factors have also contributed o it on a certain percentage. Human being
held responsible for this has brought so much attention worldwide, due to the impact
it has on safety. Much improvement has been realized in technology, however; human
beings are still held responsible in a major way in making sure that safety is held as
they serve as a gateway between other components on operations in the industry for
instance their environment and the machines involved. Many efforts towards
improving safety in the aviation industry was put during World War II by people that
included Paul Fitts and Alphonse Chapanis, especially in human factors. "There has
also been progress in safety throughout the history of aviation, such as the
development of the pilot’s checklist in 1937" (Bowen, 2005, pp. 267). Some of the
factors considered as fore front in aircraft collision is pilot error and lack of good and
efficient communication. To ensure safety, it is also important that the pilot crew also
maintains situational awareness.
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1.1.3

WHAT IS HUMAN FACTOR?

1.1.3.1 GENERAL DEFINITIONS:
Human factors are human-centered physical, psychological, or social
properties and the interaction with machines, organizations, or environment centered
systems. "Human factor programs are used to address the interaction with methods to
enhance efficient interaction while mitigating the negative effects of unfavorable
interactions" (Caldwell, 2009, pp. 29).It's about a study of how humans behave
physically and psychologically about particular environments, products, and services.
Human Factor as a concept has been overused in that it has created a difficulty
in the creation of its pure or meaningful definition. One could, however, simply define
it as an approach made up of a number of disciplines that mostly concentrates on how
human interact with their working/living environments. Due to its multi-disciplinary
approach, it gets its knowledge from a wide range of disciplines in the academic
sector.

Figure1.1: Understanding Human Factors,
(Embedded from http://sst.unisim.edu.sg/sites/HFS/WhatisHF.php)

1.1.4.2 WITHIN THE FAA:
"Human Factors is defined as a multidisciplinary effort to generate and
compile information about human capabilities and limitations and apply that
information to equipment, systems, facilities, procedures, jobs, environments,
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training, staffing and personnel management for safe, comfortable, effective human
performance".(FAA Order 9550.8 Human Factors Policy)
1.1.4.3 WITHIN THE ICAO:
"Human Factors is about people in their living and working situations; about
their relationship with machines, with procedures and with the environment about
them; and also about their relationships with other people (at work). In aviation,
Human Factors involves a set of personal, medical and biological considerations for
optimal aircraft and air traffic control operations".
(ICAO, 1989, ch.1, p.2)
1.1.5

HUMAN FACTORS ELEMENTS
Human Factors are inherent in everything you see or do in life, and

understanding these human factors is an important key or tool for improving things
around.
Human factors are comprised of many types. The researcher discussed many
of these types in different sections like what we have in chapter two. There are
clinical, psychologies, related to Computer Science, related to safety, organizational
and medical. In this chapter will start with Human Factors models their components
and concepts, then will mention the types related to errors in details in the next
chapter.
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1.1.6

USED MODELS AND THEORIES IN HUMAN FACTORS
In order to minimize human errors in aviation organization specifically in

maintenance field as it's our main subject of this study, and to complement the design
of safety practice and safety management system (SMS), we don't have to build a
complex, expensive Human Factors program.
We just need to use one of the many excellent resources that are available for free
from one of the two aviation admistration as follows:
- The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) which have provided extensive
information on human factors on their internet website (www.hf.faa.gov).
- The European Aviation Safety Authority (EASA) which have published
Human Factors information also on their internet website (www.easa.com).
However, recently one of the effective ways to understand the issue is to draw and
models that explain the idea. But why we do need these models? The answer is to
make it easier to understand complex things, easy to remember, and can keep a mental
image.
The most famous models Human Factors used are as follows:
1.1.6.1 SHELL MODEL
"The SHELL model is a conceptual model of human factors that clarifies the
scope of aviation human factors and assists in understanding the human factor
relationships between aviation system resources/environment (the flying subsystem)
and the human component in the aviation system (the human subsystem)" (Hawkins
& Orlady, 1993 ; Keightley, 2004 ).
"The SHELL model was first developed by Edwards (1972) and later modified
into a 'building block' structure by Hawkins (1984)" (Hawkins & Orlady, 1993 ). "The
model is named after the initial letters of its components (software, hardware,
environment, liveware) and places emphasis on the human being and human
interfaces with other components of the aviation system" (Johnston, McDonald &
Fuller, 2001 ).
"The SHELL model adopts a systems perspective that suggests the human is
rarely, if ever, the sole cause of an accident" (Wiegmann & Shappell, 2003). "The
systems perspective considers a variety of contextual and task-related factors that
interact with the human operator within the aviation system to affect operator
performance" (Wiegmann & Shappell, 2003). As a result, the SHELL model
considers both active and latent failures in the aviation system.
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Figure 1.2: The SHELL model as modified by Hawkins (image embedded from
Atlas Aviation on 24 Aug 2009)

"Each component of the SHELL model (software, hardware, environment,
liveware) represents a building block of human factors studies within aviation"
(International Civil Aviation Organization, 1993).
"The human element or worker of interest is at the centre or hub of the SHELL
model that represents the modern air transportation system. The human element is the
most critical and flexible component in the system, interacting directly with other
system components, namely software, hardware, environment and liveware"
(Hawkins & Orlady, 1993).
However, a variation exists at the edges of the central Human component
block, to act as a representation of the limitations of Humans and also performance
variations."Therefore, the other system component blocks must be carefully adapted
and matched to this central component to accommodate human limitations and avoid
stress and breakdowns (incidents/accidents) in the aviation system" (Hawkins &
Orlady, 1993). It is vital that the central Human Component is well understood if the
matching of the haracteristics, limitations and the general capabilities is to be
accomplished.
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"The mechanic as the other “L” (Liveware) and center component
of this model should be aware that whatever stresses or baggage
they carry simply walking into the hangar to begin work has as
much impact on the system as the other elements have potential to
affect them. These are the natural limitations of every human; it’s
what makes us unique individuals. For instance, the mechanic may
have a family issue they are dealing with, maybe a sick child, or
other family member. A distraction such as this could result in an
error being made. Does the mechanic have adequate knowledge,
training and experience to perform the task? Is the mechanic
fatigued? These types of factors, unless recognized, have the
potential to have a negative outcome on the airworthiness of an
aircraft".
(Examiner.com retrived JUL 2013 from
http://www.examiner.com/article/shell-model-is-the-foundation-tounderstanding-human-factors-aircraft-maintenance).
Components of the SHELL Model in details:
Software


"Non-physical, intangible aspects of the aviation system that govern how
the aviation system operates and how information within the system is
organized" (Hawkins & Orlady, 1993).



"Software may be likened to the software that controls the operations of
computer hardware" (Johnston, McDonald & Fuller, 2001).



Software includes rules, instructions, policies, norms, laws, orders, safety
procedures, standard operating procedures, customs, practices, conventions,
habits, symbology, supervisor commands and computer programmes.



"Software can be included in a collection of documents such as the contents
of charts, maps, publications, emergency operating manuals and procedural
checklists" (Wiener & Nagel, 1988).
Hardware



"Physical elements of the aviation system such as aircraft (including controls,
surfaces, displays, functional systems and seating), operator equipment,
tools, materials, buildings, vehicles, computers, conveyor belts etc"
(Johnston et al, 2001; Wiener & Nagel, 1988; Campbell & Bagshaw, 2002).
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Environment


"The context in which aircraft and aviation system resources (software,
hardware, liveware) operate, made up of physical, organizational, economic,
regulatory, political and social variables that may impact on the
worker/operator" (Wiener & Nagel, 1988; Johnston et al, 2001).



The area considered to be the internal environment of the air transport is the
exact working area which includes physical factors, for instance, the
temperature of the cabin/cockpit, noise, air pressure, vibration, humidity and
the levels of the ambient light.



"External air transport environment includes the physical environment outside
the immediate work area such as weather (visibility/turbulence), terrain,
congested airspace and physical facilities and infrastructure including airports
as well as broad organizational, economic, regulatory, political and social
factors" (International Civil Aviation Organization, 1993).
Liveware



Human element or people in the aviation system. For example, flight crew
personnel who operate aircraft, cabin crew, ground crew, management and
administration personnel.



"The liveware component considers human performance, capabilities and
limitations" (International Civil Aviation Organization, 1993).
"The four components of the SHELL model or aviation system do not act in

isolation but instead interact with the central human component to provide areas for
human factors analysis and consideration" (Wiegmann & Shappell, 2003). "The
SHELL model indicates relationships between people and other system components
and therefore provides a framework for optimizing the relationship between people
and their activities within the aviation system that is of primary concern to human
factors. In fact, the International Civil Aviation Organization has described human
factors as a concept of people in their living and working situations; their interactions
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with machines (hardware), procedures (software) and the environment about them;
and also their relationships with other people" (Keightley, 2004).
"According to the SHELL model, a mismatch at the interface of the
blocks/components where energy and information is interchanged can be a source of
human error or system vulnerability that can lead to system failure in the form of an
incident/accident" (Johnston et al, 2001). "Aviation disasters tend to be characterized
by mismatches at interfaces between system components, rather than catastrophic
failures of individual components" (Wiener & Nagel, 1988).
SHELL Model Uses
1. Safety analysis tool: “The SHELL Model can be used as a framework for
collecting data about human performance and contributory component
mismatches during aviation incident/accident analysis or investigation as
recommended by the International Civil Aviation Organization” (1993).
"Similarly, the SHELL Model can be used to understand systemic human factors
relationships during operational audits with the aim of reducing error and
enhancing safety" (Cacciabue, 2004). "For example, LOSA (Line Operations
Safety Audit) is founded on Threat and Error Management (TEM) that considers
SHELL interfaces" (Edkins & Pfister, 2003). "For instance, aircraft handling
errors involve liveware-hardware interactions, procedural errors involve livewaresoftware interactions and communication errors involve liveware-liveware
interactions" (Maurino, 2005).
2. Licencing tool: "The SHELL Model can be used to help clarify human
performance needs, capabilities and limitations thereby enabling competencies to
be defined from a safety management perspective" (Maurino, 2005).
3. Training tool: "The SHELL Model can be used to help an aviation organization
improve training interventions and the effectiveness of organization safeguards
against error" (Maurino, 2005).
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1.1.6.2 SWISS CHEESE MODEL
The Swiss Cheese Model is a theoretical model that illustrates how accidents
occur in organizations. The model focuses on both organizational hierarchy and error
due to humans. It concludes that number of errors due to humans that occur in the
organizational hierarchy at all levels due is the major cause of the accidents, and the
errors happened in such a way that the accidents were unavoidable. For example,
"decision makers may have made ill decisions when purchasing aircraft (fallible
decisions), line management may have pushed for faster turnarounds (line
management deficiencies), pilots may have felt pressurized to cope with a stressful
climate, an unsafe culture and little rest (preconditions), the particular pilot who
suffered the accident may have gotten distracted with other tasks three seconds prior
to the accident (unsafe act), and the aircraft systems fail in providing unmistakable
warnings of the danger (inadequate defences)" (Reason James, 1990).

Figure 1.3: The “Swiss cheese” model of human error causation {from shappel and Wiegmann,
(2000), adapted originally from Reason, 1990}.
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The Model key concepts:
-

Unsafe acts or active errorsare the main causes of the accident.

-

Latent errors are the remaining elements in the organization where the
accident happened.
There are many latent errors could have occurred such as manager’s wrong

decisions, bad climate, pressures, fatigue and so on.
Windows of opportunity means the opportunity for all these active and latent
errors to contribute to an accident.
The accidents occur due to the windows of opportunity being aligned in all the
levels present in the organization.
"The Accident Causation Model was first published by (Reason in 1990).
Then, it has influenced the modern views on the management of human error in
organizations. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has formally
adopted Reason's model to facilitate a systemic understanding of human factors issues
within the aviation community" (Wiegmann & Shappell, 2003).
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1.1.6.3 THE PEAR MODEL
"The memory jogger, or mnemonic, PEAR makes the recognition and
mitigation of human factors even easier. It used to recall the four considerations for
assessing and mitigating human factors in aviation maintenance, It stands for:
-

People who do the job.

-

Environment in which they work.

-

Actions they perform.

-

Resources necessary to complete the job".(Federal Aviation Administration,
2005/2006).

Figure 1.4: The components of the PEAR Model (Source:Federal Aviation Administration).
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People:
"Aviation maintenance human factors programsmainly concentrates on the
people performing the work and deals with physical, psychological, and physiological
factors. It should concentrate on each person, their abilities, physically and the factors
that may affect them.Their mental health, their capacity cognitively, and conditions
that could affect their relation with others..
It is common to find that programs that are related to human factors are created
in search a way that they revolve around the people present in the company.It is not
logical to apply size, experience, strength, motivation, and standard of certification to
all employees equally.It is fair that each employee’s physical characteristic is rated in
relation to the job they perform.For instance, the company should consider every
individual’s age, size, eyesight, and strength among other things in ensuring that they
are able physical to perform the tasks that they have been assigned to as their jobs.A
good human factors program will consider the limitations of humans and design the
job accordingly.
Planned rest breaks is one important factor to consider when incorporating
human factors. Some work conditions may tend to lead to people going through
mental or physical pressure.This can however; be solved through ensuring that the
employees have enough periods of rest so as to avoid the pressure overwhelming their
capabilities.Light is also a vital factor to consider in relation to people as related to the
environment, more importantly for older employees. This could be supported through
yearly vision testing, hearing exams, thus; ensuring maximum human performance
physically.
It is important to note that physical abilities should not be the end of paying
attention to individuals. A human factor that is considered good is one that also pays
attention to the physiological factor as well as the psychological factor that may hinder
performance.It is the duty of the company to ensure that they insist on good health,
both physically and mentally.One way by which good health could be promoted is
through the encouragement and offering of educational programs that deal with health
and fitness.

Many companies have managed to reduce sick leave and increase

productionthrough ensuring the availability to their employees of meals that are
healthy, snacks, and also drinks. It could also be a wise step if companies considered
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programs that educate their employees on issues that are associated dependence on
chemical, for instance, tobacco and alcohol.
Team work and good communication is another important people issue.
Companies that are considered to be safe and efficient are those that come up with
methods to encourage good communication and cooperation among the employees,
managers and the company owners. Motivation is an important factor to consider, for
example, rewarding workers for coming up with creative ways to get rid of waste,
ensuring of safety and improving the system(The components of the PEARL model
as published by" (Federal Aviation Administration, 2005/2006).

Figure 1.5: Example issues associated with people (Source: Federal Aviation Administration).

Environment – Physical and Organizational:
In the maintenance of aviation, there exist two environments; there is one on
the ramp, in the hangar or shop that is known as the physical environment, and one
that is within the company that is known as the organizational environment. It is vital
that human factors program takes this into consideration.
The physical environmentis readily available.

It constitutes different

temperatures, control, humidity cleanliness, lighting, noise control and the design of
the workplace. It is expected that companies put these conditions into consideration
and work hand in hand with the workplace through accommodation or changing of
the physical environment.In order to deal with the physical environment, combined
commitment is a necessity. This issue goes hand in hand with the Resources
component of

PEAR in relation to the providence of portable heaters, coolers,

lighting, clothing, and workplace and task design.
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The organizational environment falls second to the physical environment. The
necessary factors in this environment relate toshared values, company culture,
communication, mutual respect and cooperation.An organization environment
considered healthy is one where there exists communication, profitability, good
leadership, shared goals associated with safety, among other factors. Companies that
do well are those that offer their employees with support and also ensure safety.Thus;
it can be concluded that matters related to the environment are as important as other
elements in PEAR.
"An example program that has a notable positive effect on corporate
organizational culture is the FAA’s Aviation Safety Action Program (ASAP) The
ASAP program is a cooperative arrangement where the FAA joins with company
management and its labor representation to report and correct errors as they occur.
The result is a new level of teamwork that promotes non-punitive event reporting
and clear

communication to manage error and cost while ensuring continuing

safety".
(www.faa.gov/safety/programs_initiatives/aircraft_aviation/asap/policy).

Figure 1.6: Example issues associated with environment
(Source: Federal Aviation Administration).

Actions:
"Successful human factors programs carefully analyze all the
actions people must perform to complete a job efficiently and
safely. Job task analysis (JTA) is the standard human factors
approach to identify the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are
necessary to perform each task in a given job. The JTA helps
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identify what instructions, tools, and other resources are necessary.
Adherence to the JTA helps ensure that each worker is properly
trained and that each workplace has the necessary equipment and
other resources to perform the job. Many regulatory authorities
require that the JTA serve as the basis for the company’s general
maintenance manual and training plan.Many human factors
challenges associated with use of job cards and technical
documentation fall under Actions".
(Retrived AUG 2013, from https://www.faa.gov)

Figure 1.7: Example issues associated with actions
(Source: Federal Aviation Administration).
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Resources:
"The final PEAR letter is “R” for Resources. Again, it is sometimes
difficult to separate Resources from the other elements of PEAR.
In general, the characteristics of the People, Environment, and
Actions dictate the Resources. Many resources are tangible, such
as lifts, tools, test equipment, computers, technical manuals, and so
forth. Other resources are less tangible. Examples are the number
and qualifications of staff to complete a job, the amount of time
allocated, and the level of communication among the crew,
supervisors, vendors, and others.
Resources should be viewed (and defined) from a broad
perspective. A resource is anything a mechanic (or anyone else)
needs to get the job done. For example, protective clothing is a
resource. A mobile phone can be a resource. Rivets can be
resources. What is important to the Resource element in PEAR is
that you focus on identifying the need for additional resources".
(Retrived AUG 2013 from https://www.faa.gov).

Figure 1.8: Example issues associated with resources
(Source: Federal Aviation Administration).

PEAR is an easy way to remember the most important four key elements of
any human factors program. The primary idea of this is that a maintenance human
factors program does not have to be complex to the organization. So applying PEAR
to identify human factors issues and to facilitate the efforts to develop and support the
safety management system.
In this study the Swiss cheese model used due to it’s important in categorizing
the context of human error because it emphasizes the significance of latent failures in
the error chain.
1.1.7

HUMAN FACTORS IN OTHER TRANSPORTATION MODES
Far from being limited to the aviation industry, the problems associated with

human factors have been found across the spectrum of transportation modes. "Human
error is a concern in any complex undertaking, especially in forms of transportation in
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which little input from operators during normal operation is required" (Baysari,
McIntosh, & Wilson, 2008, 33).
For instance, the Federal Railroad Authority officials require engines to be
equipped with an alert system to ensure drivers stay alert during long hours on duty
monitoring the progress of the vehicle rather than actively controlling the vehicle.
"Beyond the concerns of operator problems, railway human factors researchers have
also noted the issue among railway mechanics, referenced aviation maintenance
research, and used the HF ACS for a directed content analysis of railway accident
records" (Reinach & Viale, 2006, 33).
"In their investigation of six railway accidents, Reinach and Viale tested a
railroad-specific version of the aviation-oriented HF ACS: HF ACS-RR. The railway
research specifically noted the mechanic's error as building the later accident into the
machine of the railway system. Human factors issues of fatigue, organization,
supervision, schedules, and pressure could cause conditions conducive to mechanic
error, which could cause or exacerbate the conditions that initiate operator error and
ultimately, an accident" (Baysari et al., 2008, 32).
As the railroad industry, maritime transportation officials are also affected by
uncontrolled human factors. "Despite technological improvements in navigation and
automation systems, shipping accidents have increased and affected safety and the
environment negatively" (Celik & Cebi,2008, 20).
Similar to railroad researchers, maritime accident researchers used the concept
of content analysis of accident reports to develop human factors-related accident
frequencies in an effort to identify trends in their own industry. Specifically, Celik
and Cebiused a case study to support modification of the U.S. Navy's HFACS for
maritime investigation and research. Celik and Cebi identified human factors issues at
several levels of the organization in an original application of HFACS and
recommended continued use of the HFACS as an investigative tool.
1.1.8

HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH IN OTHER INDUSTRIES
Just as human factors in transportation are not limited to the aviation industry,

neither are human factors problems limited to the transportation industry. Hobbs and
Williamson's (2003) linked human factors to human error and subsequent accident
events; although conducted in an aviation maintenance setting, their research is
applicable to all industries. "To avoid often catastrophic consequences, management,
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engineers, and workers in the construction industry must consider the impact of
human error on safety" (Garrett & Teizer, 2009, 20).
Citing the 1981 Kansas City Skywalk collapse and the Texas City refinery
explosion in 2005, Garrett and Teizer stated that the use of the Root Cause Analysis
System (RCAS), traditionally employed in the investigation of construction error,
failed to address human factors. Foregoing the traditional RCAS, the researchers
applied HFACS to cases of construction accidents and compared the results to the
original root cause analysis.
In this secondary analysis, unaddressed organizational precursors not
identified in the original analysis were detected. These human factors precursors,
common throughout the construction industry, were awaiting trigger events to initiate
another accident. Like much of the aviation literature in the review, the authors noted
that members of the construction industry were major contributors to the economies
of many countries; errors and subsequent structural failures during or after
construction were negative effects that could be mitigated by human factors programs.
In response, Garrettand Teizer proposed human factors awareness training for
members of the construction industry to limit the economic impact of constructionrelated accidents.
Questions concerning human factors and the prevention of human error exist
in industries other than transportation and construction. The entertainment industry is
considered the shiftiest of them, specifically amusement rides. In a content analysis of
media reports on amusement park accidents, Woodcock (2008) referred to statistics
from a 2004 Consumer Product Safety Commission's report of 6,400 injuries
involving traveling carnival rides and fixed-site amusement park rides.
In2004, four carnival fatalities and one amusement park fatality were reported.
Woodcock demonstrated that investigators into accidents stopped at the first human
error encountered and failed to search for the root cause of the error. Woodcock found
that human factor root causes were not investigated and, consequently, there were no
programs developed or used to mitigate the effects of poor human factors practices in
the amusement industry.
AlthoughWoodcock's (2008) study was limited by the Subjectivity of the
journalists producing the media reports; Woodcock called for increased human factors
awareness in the amusement industry, among journalists, and the public. The
researcher concluded that the amusement industry officials need to be fixed human
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factors criteria and specifically referred to the MEDA, HF ACS, and the HF
ACSrailroad variation developed by Reinach and Viale (2006, 20).
Mechanics develop tunnel vision and hearing thus tending to tune out
increasingly relevant information as their brains lose processing capacity and
automatically slow to preserve some level of accuracy in decision-making.
Ultimately, the brain shuts down higher-level functions to conserve any remaining
energy and micro-sleep occurs. "Channeling (the brain creating information that does
not exist in reality) or lucid dreaming occurs to fill in gaps created by inattention,
cognitive slow down, and brain shut down [the micro-sleep]"(Caldwell et al., 2009).
The mechanics in these circumstances completes their work after a 16-hour shift and
perform a tool inventory to ensure all tools have been removed from the aircraft
before flight. The fatigued mechanic's brain constructs the presence of a missing tool
in the toolbox (because it has always been there before), not realizing the tool was left
in the aircraft where it may damage or jam critical flight control systems during flight.
The fatigue scenario above is a pastiche of the most often-cited root causes in
human factors-related incident; human factors training program experts focus on
mitigating the effects of fatigue in workers by creating organizational awareness
among mechanics. The U.K. human factors regulation expert provide such training to
mechanics as well as administrative and management personnel who establish and
change schedules, assigning overtime.
1.2

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The thesis research topic is of current interest based on consumer and airline

concerns regarding the safety of air travel. "As air travel continues to be the preferred
method for long-distance passenger travel in the U.S., studies of consumer preference
indicate safety as a determining factor in the passenger's selection of an airline"
(Caldwell, 2009, pp. 29).
"In addition to the business advantage inherent in the consumers' perception of
safety in one airline over another, the airline officials' interest in increased safety also
lies in another practical financial concern: expense and delay caused by accidents may
be avoided through preventative measures like maintenance human factors programs"
((Aslanides, 2007, pp. 51).
"The U.S. officials' lack of human factors regulations and mandatory human
factors programs may lead to increased maintainance-related accident rates are
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substantially affecting the safety of air transportation in the U.S." (Fogarty, 2004;
Hackworth et al., 2007; Patankar & Ma, 2006, 22). "At the same time, U.K. human
factors regulations may have decreased the overall U.K. mechanic error rate, thus
improving safety in the U.K." (Majumdar, Mak, Lettington, & Nadler, 2009, 41).
Research on the effects of similar regulation was conducted in an analysis of
"French Air Force accident records; researchers concluded that regulation had some
impact on accident rates, but cautioned that the results may not be transferable to a
nonmilitary culture in which leaders cannot enforce strict discipline on the workforce"
(Aslanides, Valot, Nyssen, & Amalberti, 2007, 44). Baron (2009) and Hackworth et
al. (2007, 41) also concluded that human factors programs were essential in reducing
the effects of human factors and maintainance-related accident rates.
In an analysis of helicopter operations, Majumdar et al. (2009) found that the
officials in the U.K. and New Zealand had different maintenance related accident
rates (13% and 6%, respectively). "Officials in both nations operated under similar
human factors regulation; thus, the findings of Majumdar et al. (2009, 33) seem to
contradict the postulate that regulations will reduce accidents" (Argote, 2007, pp.337).
1.3

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Despite the rate at which technology is growing, "humans are ultimately

responsible for ensuring the success and safety of the aviation industry" (Faul,
Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). They must work towards gaining more
knowledge, embrace flexibility, dedication, be efficient and also exercise good
judgment. The industry should also offer their support through the providence of
training, better equipment, and systems that will have implications that are long
lasting.
The industry has lost its confidence towards depending solely on experience
and intuition to help in making their decision in regards to human’s performance due
to the fast evolution of technology in comparison to the ability of humans to interact
and adopt to it.Thus, they have turned to science to help in the assessing of humans
performance and their implications on training, design, and procedure. Likewise a
sound aerodynamic engineering is required in the development of a new wing.
Aviation maintenance job includes and surrounds a quick, high pressure and
tough required tasks done by large numbers of technicians which could be end in a
wrong way and failed safety system.
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And as a result possible crashes and accidents could happen.
The researcher will try to overcome these problems by analyzing the most
famous aviation human factors in aircraft maintenance.
By providing the right solutions in order to addresse all problems throughout
an excellence framework.
In order to organize the problem in simple and short sentences we will put in
points for the discussion as follows:
1. Despite the rate at which technology is growing, humans are ultimately
responsible for ensuring the success and safety of the aviation industry. They
must work towards gaining more knowledge and exercise good judgment.
2. Aviation maintenance job includes and surrounds a quick, high pressure and
tough required tasks done by large numbers of technicians which could be end
in a wrong way and failed safety system And as a result possible fatal aviation
crashes and accidents.
3. Many people in general and aircraft maintenance employees in particular are
not aware of the meaning of human factors.
4. The management of aircraft maintenance normally are not aware of every
day's challenges that airplane’s technician face, and doesn’t rewards and
motivate technicians.
5. Aircraft maintenance field needs more modern technology and innovative
ideas to improve aviation safety.
1.4

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The aim of the researcher in this study was to seek the solutions regarding the

following questions so as to assist in focussing on the research. This is by providing a
path through the research and writing process that helps to support a specific and
arguable thesis. The research questions are inclusive of:
1. What is the important of research in aviation industry?
2. How human factors affect aviation safety?
3. Do people in general and aircraft maintenance employees in particular, are
aware of the meaning of human factors and aware of their importance in
aviation safety?
4. Is the management of aircraft maintenance are aware of every day's challenges
that airplane’s technician face? And what role does motivation play, its
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impact on the mental state of technicians and its effects on general aviation
safety?
5. Does modern technology and innovative ideas able to improve aviation safety?
1.5

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The research is mainly aimed to provide improved solutions and introduce

new and modern applications that assist in bridging the gaps in aviation. The gaps in
aviation safety are inclusive of; maintenance gaps, the gaps in regulations are applied
to determine the existing gaps in the best practices in Human Factors among airline
companies from all over the world.
The purpose of this quantitative study was to explore the postulate
((Lawrence, 2007, pp. 718) that human factors regulation will reduce maintainancerelated accidents by analyzing and comparing changes in accident rates to detect and
evaluate the effect of regulations (Aslanides, 2007, pp. 51).
The research explored the relationship between the construct of human factors,
regulation and accident rates through operationalizing the concept of the absence or
presence of the regulation into the accident time period (before or after regulation was
implemented) or the jurisdiction of the accident. No human participants were involved
in the study."Instead, an analysis of accident records was used to realize the research
purpose, to achieve an acceptable power level" (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang,
2009).
The accidents reports were analyzed using the Boeing Maintenance Error
Decision Aid (MEDA) to determine maintainance-related accident rates.
In order to organize the problem in simple and short sentences we will put in
points for the discussion as objectives of the research as follows:
1. To build an understanding of the HF and the importance of the subject on
aviation safety.
2. To insure the presence of HF training programs to prevent harmful effects on
aviation safety.
3. To make people in general and airplane technicians in particular are aware of
the meaning of human factors and aware of its importance on aviation safety.
4. To draw attention of the management of aircraft maintenance to be aware of
the importance of motivation on aircraft technicians and its effects on general
aviation safety.
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5. To provide improved solutions and to introduce modern ways of creative
applications that can bridge certain aviation maintenance gaps in order to
reduce or minimize related accidents.
1.6

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Figure 1.9: the conceptual framework

This research collected and employs mixed research methodology quantitative
and qualitative while evaluating variables through hypothesis testing, analyzed using
the correlation,.
The variables for the study included: The independent variables (IVs) used in
the study to measure the dependent variables (DV) which is the safety culture of the
organization in general includes; operational personnel, organizational commitment,
formal safety system.
The dependent variables measured; employees’ commitment, culture of safety
within the organization, through the independent variables (IVs) such as studying the
attitudes of employees to measure their understanding of the meaning of human
factors and human errors, the importance of the need for training courses regarding
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this subject, in addition to the role of leadership and management in employee
motivation, innovative ideas and modern technology measuring and studying.
The study’s exogenous variable being organization’s safety culture influenced;
employee error characteristics, employee’s commitment towards the airline, and
employee attitude. Extra clarifications to the analysis were provided by demographic
variables such as; employee maintenance and flying experience and crew position.
1.7

HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY
H1 Human Errors have a positive effect on safety culture. Building an

understanding of human factors and human errors is a very important issue for
aviation safety.
H2 Training has a positive effect on safety. Human Factors and Human Errors
are affecting aviation safety seriously with lack of knowledge and no training courses.
H3Understanding the meaning of HF has a positive effect on safety. Most of
aircraft maintenance technicians are aware of the meaning of human factors and
aware of their importance in aviation safety.
H4 Management’s motivation has a positive effect on safety.If management of
aircraft maintenance is aware of the importance of motivation for airplanes
technicians, it could have a positive effect on aviation safety.
H5 Modern Technology has a positive effect on safety.Providing improved
solutions and modern ways of creative applications in aviation maintenance field
could reduce maintenance aviation accidents and improve aviation safety.
Actually the developed hypothesis is used to ascertain the association between
various underlying variables. Human errors are measured by factors such as:
operational personnel, organizational commitment, formal safety system, and
informal safety system (Gibbons et al 2001).
The research study focusses on analyzing the problem of accidents related to
aviation maintenance in the presence and absence of human factor regulations for
airline corporations.
The hypotheses explored as H1, H2, H3, H4, and H5 as shows on
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
1.8

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The aviation industry had a huge growth since its beginning. Today, more than

two billion people enjoy the social and economic benefits of flying by airplanes each
year. The industry worldwide has a large global economic benefit. The Aircraft
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Maintenance considered as the backbone of Aviation Industry, and as we know any
small Human error in aviation can easily lead to public disasters.

As we mentioned in the introduction that maintenance has become a very
important aspect in today's fast-paced, and the interaction between people and
technology has a significant impact on general safety and trustworthiness, especially
if it relates to critical and huge disciplines like aviation science. The Chernobyl
accident, in the late ‘80s, triggered interest in safety management systems, and ‘safety
culture’ became the most-talked-about term in high-tech and high-risk endeavors.
This study has a significant contribution towards safety culture in general and
safety culture of aviation maintenance in particular in order to enhance and improve
aviation industry worldwide.
The study can contribute to the important subject by offering advanced
technical solutions to avoid or to reduce human errors in aircraft maintenance. This
study will be valuable and helpful for academic researchers, airlines owners and
policy makers.
1.9

RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
The research study undertaken faced certain limitation including time

constraint, legal constraints regarding respondents’ confidentiality. In addition, the
sample size used was a proportion of the entire population and other constraints
included the unavailability of specific providers of information who had busy
schedules.
While writing this thesisthe researcher had many challenges and obstacles, he
had to learn how to overcome them in order to move forward and success. These
challenges as follows:
-

Choosing the Right Topic. It was the researcher first real challenge he had
faced before start writing. The researcher spent a lot of time thinking and
searching his own topic of his master thesis, and finally he got it as he wish.

-

Making sure the topic will hold the researcher interest since he will spend
years on this thesis and it should have an interesting topic in order to continue
and move forward in writing.

-

The researcher trys his best to fine-tune oftopic based on input from many
other having the same or very close topics to pick up ideas from expert people.
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-

Choosing the Right Methodology the researcheris going to use and theright
procedures for conducting the research in order to move forward. There are
several techniques for getting on the right path when it comes to choose the
right and appropriate methodology for the study, and the purpose of the
researcher was to explore the postulation that human factors regulation will
reduce maintenance-related accidents.

-

Taking advantage of technology to improve the research by using either
software programmes for results, tables and statistics or by providing an
innovative and creative ideas which could enhance the whole work as the
researcher did in this research by assigning one whole chapter to present
technology in workable innovative ideas, and the researcher called this subject
"

Advanced Technology Solutions" where the researcher mentioned the

meaning of the term Automation and the importance of computerization in
aviation, in addition to his own creative and innovative ideas.
-

Finding the required resources and appropriate references for the study is one
of the most difficult jobs the researcher has to do. The researcher remembered
he had a hard time searching and looking for them to move forward, especially
in a scientific and new topic like the one the researcher has.

1.10

SCOPE OF THE STDY
Scope of any study, outline the limitations of the research. It’s the specific data

used for the research and the theories.
The researcher belive the scope of study is very important component of this
research, since it explains why certain data is excluded from the research.
Scope of aviation human factors and assists in understanding the human factor
relationships between the different maintennace aviation systems.
The researcher would like to inform the reader that the paper is limited in a
scope and the scope of this study is limited to aviation maintenance safety based on
some specific activities carried out in selected component. It’s limited to civil aviation
and civil airlines like Saudia Airline. Some of illegal information will not be included
in the sudy. All Militry maintenance issues also will not be included in the study and it
will be excluded. Statistical issues related to the study of aviation safety in the basic
data collection will not be included. All other materials and activities of not related
information and document will be excuded too.
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The variables for the study included: The independent variables (IVs) used in
the study to measure the dependent variables (DV) which is the safety culture of the
organization in general includes; operational personnel, organizational commitment,
formal safety system.
The dependent variables measured; employees’ commitment, culture of safety
within the organization, through the independent variables (IVs) such as studying the
attitudes of employees to measure their understanding of the meaning of human
factors and human errors, the importance of the need for training courses regarding
this subject, in addition to the role of leadership and management in employee
motivation, innovative ideas and modern technology measuring and studying.
The study’s exogenous variable being organization’s safety culture influenced;
employee error characteristics, employee’s commitment towards the airline, and
employee attitude. Extra clarifications to the analysis were provided by demographic
variables such as; employee maintenance and flying experience and crew position.
Frequency distribution is a basic quantitative data analysis tool in Microsoft
Excel program which allows you to get a big picture of the collected data, and from
the frequency distribution, we will be able to see how frequently the specific values
are observed in addition to their percentages.
1.11

KEYCONCEPT & OPERATIONAL DEFINATION
Human factors – Involve gathering information about human abilities,

limitations and other characteristics
Shell Model – It illustrates the conceptual human factor model clarifying the
scope of aviation human factors such as; software hardware, environment, and
liveware
Swiss cheese Model – It is a theoretical model illustrating the occurrence of
accidents
Pearl Model – It makes the recognition and mitigation of human factors easy
Active errors/ Unsafe Acts – These are the main causes of accidents
Latent Errors – Remaining elements in the organization where accidents
occurred
Window of Opportunities – It is the opportunity for active and latent errors
to contribute to an accident
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Dirty Dozen – It illustrates twelve out of the most often human error
requirements or precursors
Corrective action preventive action – Improvements to an organization’s
processes taken to eliminate causes of non-conformities or errors
Aeromedical perspective – It suggests errors caused by physiological
conditions
Automation – It is a method or technique to control a process by automatic
means such as electronic devices
Smart Z-tech manual project – It is an artificial intelligence manual that
automatically informs a technician during maintenance
Digital scale tool box – A tool box specific to an aviation technician
All keyconcepts quoted and mentioned in the study within its right place of the
specific chapter.
1.12

RGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
This study organized into five major chapters and each chapter divided into

smaller chapters or titles as follows:
CHAPTER ONE: Introduction
Subtitles in chapter one contain the following:
-Background of the Study
Problem Statement
Research Questions
Research Objectives
Significance of the study
Organization of the Thesis
CHAPTER TWO: Literature review
Chapter two is the chapter critically reviews the literature and theories related
to the topic of the thesis. It acts as a base for the experimental and analytical section
of the thesis to guide the development of research framework.
CHAPTER THREE: Research methodology
Research methodology describes the methods and techniques of the study as follows:
Research Framework
Hypotheses/Propositions Development
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Research Design
Operational Definition
Measurement of Variables/Instrumentation
Data Collection:
Sampling
Data Collection Procedures
Techniques of Data Analysis
CHAPTER FOUR: Results and discussion
Results of the thesis will be mentioned and represented in this chapter in
addition to the discussion by Analyzing data of the study in the form of figures, tables
in order to highlight the important information.
CHAPTER FIVE: Conclusion and recommendations
In this last chapter and according to the research objectives, key findings are
summarized as required, and Limitations of the study and recommendation for future
work has been included as needed.

Figure 1-10: The Outline of the five chapters of thesis
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1.13

CHAPTER ONE SUMMARY
Chapter one is the introduction and the fundamental study of our research. It

started with the importance of research in aviation industry and how human factors
affect aviation safety since the truth state it has grown increasingly popular as the
commercial aviation industry has realized that error due to humans, rather than
failures mechanically, is elementary tomost aviation accidents and incidents.
Then, we defined the meaning of human factor in general and within the
federal aviation administration and International Civil Aviation Organization.
Human factors elements mentioned on the next topic and the three most
famous models, and theories in human factors (SHELL, Swiss cheese, and the
PEARL) explained in details and drawings.
Human Factors in other transportation models such as on railroad was
mentioned, and as human factors in transportation is not limited to the aviation
industry, neither are human factors problems limited to the transportation industry.
Next topic of chapter is background of the research and identifying the
problem which is the
Truth states that industry can no longer depend as much on experience and
intuition to guide decisions related to human performance.

Subsequently we

presented the aim of the research to provide improvement solutions and to introduce
new and modern ways of creative applications that can bridge certain aviation
maintenance gaps.
The research methodology used is a mixed method quantitative most and
qualitative study to explore the postulation that human factors regulation will reduce
maintenance-related accidents by evaluating changes in accident rates. Finally we
provided the research method and design at the end of the chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

HUMAN ERRORS DEFINITION AND TYPES

2.1.1 INTRODUCTION TO AVIATION ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS
CAUSED BY HUMAN ERRORS
Maintenance constitutes a significant and rising cost to the airline industry. In
Saudia Arabia, maintenance costs are increasing as a proportion of airline operating
costs. In1989 maintenance constituted 11 -8% of KSA airline operating costs or
greater than US $ billion per year (Shepherd 1991). The Australian Airline Industry
records a yearly cost likely to be in the order of $500 million per year. The increasing
complexity and computerization of modern aircraft presents particular challenges to
the maintenance workforce, which must in cooperate and adopt highly automated
systems. In this regard, advanced aircraft can be described as ‘opaque complex
systems’.
"Such systems are characterized by a complexity which exceeds the
comprehension of the people who maintain and operate them" (Fogarty, 2004, pp.
73). Maintenance anomalies in the airline industry are viewed as serious safety issues.
Boeing (1993) has estimated that in the period 1983-1992, 3.3% of US airline hull
loss accidents had the main cause of the accident as maintenance discrepancy. (A
hull-loss accident is one in which the aircraft is destroyed or damaged beyond repair.)
However,12% of major accidents have been estimated toinvolve maintenance as a
contributing factor, although not necessarily the sole factor (Cheung, 2005, pp. 109)).
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The KSA Civil Aviation Authority recently reported that 8% of occurrences to
large aircraft involved a maintenance discrepancy (BAS1 1992). However, there is a
possibility that these figures are bothare underestimations of the true incidence of
maintenance-related accidents. Some the role of maintenance as believed by aviation
authoritiesin airline accidents is increasing. Ramsden (1992) reports that whereas
world airline activity increased by a factor of 20% from the first half of the 1980s to
the second half of that decade, maintenance-related accidents increased by 40% over
the same period. The JAL Boeing 747 accident of August 1985, being the single
aircraft disaster that is known to be the worst in the world, in which 520 people were
killed, was a maintenance-related accident.
2.1.1.1 AVIATION ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS WORLDWIDE
- Koreаn Airlines flight 801: August 6th, 1997. Аgаnа, guаm
The first exаmple of а CFIT аccident involves а Boeing 747 operаted by
Koreаn Аirlines. А clаssic exаmple of а perfectly аirworthy аircrаft being flown
inаdvertently into terrаin (in this cаse, Nimitz Hill). Аs is so typicаl of а CFIT event,
this one occurred only а few miles from the аirport.
Controlled flight into terrain (CFIT) describes an accident in which an
airworthy aircraft, under pilot control, is unintentionally flown into the ground, a
mountain, water, or an obstacle.
"The weаther conditions аt the time included heаvy rаin аnd low visibility.
The pilots hаd to rely on instruments for the аpproаch to landing since there were no
outside visuаl cues. To compound the situаtion, pаrt of the ILS (Instrument Lаnding
System) wаs inoperаtive. Insteаd of а grаduаl, fixed descent to the runwаy, the pilots
hаd to perform а series of letdowns аt prescribed points. If you look аt the trаnscripts
of this аccident, you will notice thаt the crew wаs uncertаin аbout the stаtus of the ILS
during the entire аpproаch. Mountаins аre not very forgiving.Аnd in this cаse, flying
аt the wrong аltitude cаused this 747 to clip the top of thаt mountаin" (Frаnco, 2008,
pp. 20).
Normally appropriate procedures and crew coordination and communication
(CRM) as well as control or surveillance by air traffic services might reduce the
likelihood of CFIT event.
There were а series of other fаctors thаt contributed to this аccident аs well,
including pilot fаtigue. When аn аircrаft is involved in аn аccident, there is going to
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be а "chаin" of fаctors involved. This is referred to аs the "error chаin." No single
fаctor mаy hаve cаused thаt 747 to crаsh. But when you sum those fаctors up, thаt is
when the likelihood of аn event of this mаgnitude cаn occurs.
Аfter its formаl investigаtion, the NTSB releаsed the following officiаl
conclusion in reference to KАL 801. Note how much humаn error plаyed а role in the
аccident sequence. In its officiаl conclusion аs to the probаble cаuse of this аccident:
"The Nаtionаl Trаnsportаtion Sаfety Boаrd determines thаt the probаble cаuse of the
Koreаn Аir flight 801 аccident wаs the cаptаin's fаilure to аdequаtely brief аnd
execute the nonprecision аpproаch аnd the first officer's аnd flight engineer's fаilure
to effectively monitor аnd cross-check the cаptаin's execution of the аpproаch.
Contributing to these fаilures were the cаptаin's fаtigue аnd Koreаn Аir's inаdequаte
flight crew trаining. Contributing to the аccident wаs the Federаl Аviаtion
Аdministrаtion's (FАА) intentionаl inhibition of the minimum sаfe аltitude wаrning
system (MSАW) аt Guаm аnd the аgency's fаilure to аdequаtely mаnаge the system."
- Eastern аirlines flight 401: December 29th, 1972. Everglаdes, neаr Miаmi,
FL
"Eаstern Аirlines Flight 401 hаs come to be known аs the "clаssic CFIT" cаse
study. This wаs the point in time thаt аirlines begаn to recognize the need for crew
coordinаtion, delegаtion аnd cockpit resource mаnаgement.In this exаmple, we hаve
three highly quаlified flight crewmembers (cаptаin, first officer, аnd flight engineer),
eаch with а substаntiаl аmount of flight time аnd experience.This flight, from New
York to Miаmi, wаs routine аnd uneventful until аrriving in the Miаmi
vicinity".(Lаwrence, 2007, pp. 718).
Аt thаt point, when the lаnding geаr wаs extended, the nose geаr light fаiled to
illuminаte. The mаin geаrs were confirmed down. Аll three crew members becаme so
fixаted on the lаnding geаr light; no one noticed thаt the аutopilot hаd disengаged аt
2000 feet аnd the L1011 wаs slowly descending towаrds the Everglаdes. Аt the time
the аir trаffic controller аsked "how аre things coming аlong out there" (in reference
to working on the nose geаr problem), the аircrаft wаs аt 900 feet. By the time the
crew hаd recognized how dаngerously low they were, it wаs too lаte. The аircrаft hаd
impаcted the ground.
- Аviаncа аirlines flight 052: Jаnuаry 25th, 1990.Neck, NY
"I wаs born аnd rаised on Long Islаnd аnd wаs living there on Jаnuаry 25th,
1990. I remember thаt night vividly. It wаs rаining аbout аs hаrd аs I hаd ever seen
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аnd it wаs very windy аs well. My home wаs locаted аbout 50 miles eаst of Cove
Neck. When the news broke in аnd informed us of thаt trаgic crаsh, my stomаch
dropped to the floor. I knew thаt the weаther hаd to hаve something to do with the
crаsh. I couldn't even believe thаt аircrаft were even аttempting to lаnd аt JFK thаt
night".
- British Airways Flight 027 incident
"On June 28, 1999, British Airways Flight 027, a Boeing 747 carrying 419
passengers and crew members en route to Hong Kong, China, and another Boeing 747
operated by Korean Air Cargo nearly collided over a remote region of Chinese
airspace. At their closest point of approach, the two aircraft passed within 600 feet of
each other, and the British Airways copilot later recounted that his windshield was
consumed by the fuselage of the other jet. No injuries resulted from the incident and
both aircraft arrived at their destinations; however it is likely that if the two aircraft
had collided none of the persons aboard either aircraft would have survived".
(William S. Greenwell. 2003)
2.1.1.2 AVIATION ACCIDENTS IN SAUDIA AIRLINES
The incident of Sаudi аirlines on Аugust 19th 1980 brought аbout mаny
questions. One of the most pressing issues wаs why didn't the crew evаcuаte the
аircrаft аfter lаnding? Insteаd, аll аboаrd died while smoke аnd fire consumed the
cаbin. "The confusing pаrt of this scenаrio is thаt the crew mаnаged to fly the аircrаft
bаck to Riyаdh sаfely аnd perform а normаl lаnding, but аfter they lаnded, they did
not stop the аircrаft аs soon аs possible аnd begin аn emergency evаcuаtion. Thаt wаs
whаt the stаndаrd operаting procedure аnd checklist cаlled for.Insteаd, they let the
аircrаft roll down the runwаy for аlmost 3 minutes" (Drury, 2004, pp. 26).
The engines weren't shut down for аpproximаtely аnother 3 minutes,
preventing the rescue personnel from entering the аircrаft. Аdditionаlly, becаuse of
the unfаmiliаrity of the emergency exits, in order to get into the aircraft, the rescue
personnel required, even more precious time. In аll, 23 minutes elаpsed аfter lаnding
before rescue crews could аccess the fuselаge. But it wаs too lаte аnd аll 301 people
аboаrd hаd perished.
Contributing fаctors in this аccident included а lаck of crew coordinаtion, the
fаilure of the cаptаin to delegаte responsibility to the other crew members, the First
Officers limited experience on the L1011 аnd lаck of support to the cаptаin, аnd the
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Flight Engineer (who wаs dyslexic) rifling through the operаtions mаnuаl the whole
time repeаting to himself "no problem."
2.1.2

WHAT IS HUMAN ERROR IN AVIATION?
Human error in the field of aviation may be considered a sensitive area of

discussiondue to the recent catastrophic events of September 11, 2001. The objective
of this research paper is to build an understanding of human error in aviation. The
study is also aimed at understanding how designing improved computer systems can
play a role in making the flightindustry secure for bothnavigators and commuters,
through minimizing human error. "It does not attempt to address accidents caused by
cowardly acts of terrorism" (Caldwell, 2009, pp. 29).
"Many people do not know that on February 20, 1981, a modern Argentine jet
airliner, with 58 people on board, almost crashed into the upper floors of the 110-story
World Trade Center in New York" (Dhillon, 2006, pp. 21). This Argentine jet was
placed on a holding configuration in the city of New York. The ceilings were
observed to be relatively low, smog was thick, and the sky was concealed reducing
visibility. It is believed that here was a communication breakdown between the pilot
and the air traffic controller therefore,the Argentine flight maneuvered the airplane
down to approximately 1,500 feet, directtowards the north tower. The controller had
actuallystated that the plane was at 2,700 feet.
The World Trade Center was 1,749 feet high! The pilot requested for
confirmation of the altitude, and possibly as a result ofradio interference, did not
receive any feedback. Unfortunately, the pilot did not persist on the altitude
confirmation. Consequently, an alarm was heardat the radar tracking station as an
indication to the air traffic controllers of the recorded low altitude. The controller
instantaneously warnedthe pilot to make a right turnspeedily while acceleratingto
3,000 feet. Following this incident, apologies were passed, and the fault was
renowned. When the controller was questioned whetherthere was any verbaldifficulty
in the communication process with the piloton board, he answered, “Yes, on a scale of
one to ten of understanding – least to best– the level was about four.”
"Many of the causal factors that contribute to accidents can be viewed as
different “types” of human error. Human error can be defined as inappropriate human
behavior that lowers levels of system effectiveness or safety, which may or may not
result in an accident or injury" (Franco, 2008, pp. 20). Technically, the term human
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error could be composed ofcertainblunders caused by the personnel interacting
directly with a system, human’s whoare responsible for the design of a particular
equipment, supervisors who oversee the workers, and the personnel who offer training
and advice to the workers. However, the term is in most cases used to refer to the
operator error, the unacceptableconduct of the personwho has a direct interaction with
the system nevertheless, there are several methods that are used to organize and
differentiate human error. It is common for the error to be viewed at the operator level
where first the blame is placed on individuals and secondly efforts are laid out to try
and pin point other factors responsible for the fault.
There are certain exclusivefeaturesthat are a composition ofhuman error when
applied in apreservationenvironment as opposed to other surroundings in the flight’s
operation, for instance the flight deck or even the Air Traffic Control
compartment.Push the incorrectswitch or pull the inappropriatehandle, provide an
ambiguousinstruction, and the aviator or the regulator will experience the
consequences of the errorin advance before the flight completion.In case of an
unexpected occurrence or an accident, the aviator is always “on the scene” at the
timethe accident occurs. On the other hand, if an air traffic controller is responsible,
the ATC is sometimes approximately on the scene or in some instances on real time.
Although this essential feature may appear apparent for flight crew/ATC fault,
it is not obvious for it to apply to aircraft maintenance malfunction.( Civil Aviation
Authority, 2002).

Figure 2.1: the table above is compiled from the PlaneCrashInfo.com, Number of Accidents with 100
or More Fatalities by Year

It is a common occurrence for an aircraft’s accident to be described using a
single source. It has been observed over time that close to every mishap is a resultof a
series of happeningsand mostly incident information consists of discrimination
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between the core root-cause and a sumof causative factors. The following graph
illustrates the distribution of main causes identified in plane crashes.

Figure 2.2: Changes in Air Traffic Accidents, Fatalities, and Injured Persons (Source: Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport. At:
(http://www8.cao.go.jp/koutu/kihon/keikaku8/english/part3.html)

The count or the operating aircraft is in an upward growth trend; this is an attempt to
cater for the increasing transport demand. Fortunately, although airspacesare
relatively congested, the risks of collision remain minimal thanks to new and
improved technologies that offer preciselocation as well as altitude readings, a
positivebenefit to both crews and Air Traffic Controllers inaircraft collisions
prevention.

Figure 2.2: Root causes of plane accidents
(Source: http://www.1001crash.com/index-page-statistique-lg-2-numpage-4.html)
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of the number or aircraft in operation,
(Source:http://www.1001crash.com/index-page-statistique-lg-2-numpage-4.html)

Aircraft accidents have reduced significantly today compared to 20 years ago.
Nevertheless, the increasing number of operating aircraft as well as their cumulative
capacity is not an indication of reduced onboard fatalities.
(http://www.1001crash.com/index-page-statistique-lg-2-numpage-1.html)

Figure 2.5: Evolution of the number of accidents and fatalities,
(Source: http://www.1001crash.com/index-page-statistique-lg-2-numpage-1.html)

2.1.3

TYPES OF HUMAN ERRORS
The basic classificationof human error would be distinguishing them between

the error of omission and the error of commission (Kern, 1998).


Omission - Errors of omission are usually experienced when crew
associatesdo not adhere toan instructed activity.



Commission – commissionerrors are experienced in situations wheremembers’
carryout a task crew incorrectly or do something that is not required.
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"Later researchers further differentiated human error as" (Caldwell, 2009, pp.
29);



Slips - Which transpire as a consequence of negligible errors during execution.



Lapses – they happen in instanceswhen a pilot faces a distractionand doesn’t
finishan activityor omits a crucial process step while conducting it.



Mistakes – Mistakes happen when actions adapt to an insufficient plan.



Violations

–

they

are

experienced

where

activitiesdiverge

from

securemeasuresstandards or protocolsbe they deliberate or mistaken.
Prior to the decline of maintenance human factors studies in 2003, researchers
concentrated on linking human factor causes to the actual maintenance error. Hobbs
and Williamson (2003, 22) relied on a survey of 4,500 Australian aircraft mechanics
to establish a relationship between error and causal factors as preconditions for the
error. In addition to questions about the participants 'workplace, participants were
asked to report on a critical maintenance error in their workplace as either participants
or witnesses. Participants returned approximately 1400 surveys, containing 619
reports of critical errors. Errors were classified as follows:


Perceptual (lighting or viewing angle prevented successful inspection)



Memory (failing to perform an assigned action)



Slip (performing the wrong action or failing to perform action correctly)



Rule-based/violation (did not follow instruction)



Lack of knowledge (training and certification)



Mischance
Contributing factors were resolved into human factor categories as follows:



Fatigue (lack of, or disrupted sleep; excessive work hours)



Time-pressure (deadlines)



Coordination (separate mechanics performing related tasks out of sequence)



Training (mechanic not certified on task)



Supervision (improper decision from supervision)



Prior deviation (task performed incorrectly at an earlier time)



Procedure (unclear or nonexistent directions)



Equipment (wrong or substandard equipment)




Environmental (cold, heat, light, etc.)
Physiological (illness)
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Hobbs and Williamson (2003) cross-tabulated errors and contributing factors
and used a chi-square analysis to find significant relationships between individual
contributing factors and errors. The chi-square analysis showed that each contributing
human factor was associated with a specific error-type and that the increase of a factor
did not result in a general increase of all errors.
For example, events involving incomplete installation of a component were
associated with the memory error-types and memory lapses were associated with
human factors of pressure and fatigue. Hobbs and Williamson admitted they focused
exclusively on reports of maintenance failure and that without reports of successful
maintenance actions, the extent of the problem was not defined in terms of a
maintenance error rate. Hobbs and Williamson concluded that human factors should
be a key target of intervention and called for future tests of association between
human factors and outcomes using other aviation databases.

Table 2.1:
The table above is compiled from (the PlaneCrashInfo.com) accident database and
represents 1,085 fatal accidents involving commercial aircraft, world-wide, from
1950 thru 2010 for which a specific cause is known

.

2.1.4

DIRTY DOZEN
The Dirty Dozen can be described as twelve out of the most often human error

requirements, or circumstances that can mimic precursors, to fatal incidents or
accidents. These twelve fundamentals have an effect on people to make blunders. The
Dirty Dozen is a concept established by (Gordon Dupont, in 1993).
Table 2.2
Dirty Dozen
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(source William B. Johnson,2006-2007)
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The most common reasons that contribute to human errorsare described below
in details As per ICAO Annex 6 Part 1 (International Commercial Air Transport –
Aeroplanes, 2008)
2.1.4.1 LACK OF COMMUNICATION
It is crucial to deploy logbooks or work sheets for effective communication.
Get rid of doubts and conduct discussions regarding the tasks to be carried out or the
work that has already been completed. Never underestimate any detail. Terminate any
ongoing job when communication breakdown is experiencedand resume only when
effective communication is reinstated. Reconfirm with other crew members
concerning the action to be taken.
2.1.4.2 COMPLACENCY:
Train and instillyourself with an expectation of fault occurrence any time.
Never sign for any activity that you did not conduct. Make sure that safety equipment
is always in use. Uphold self-awareness of likely dangers. Keep in mind that it could
occur to you.
2.1.4.3 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE:
If any information is not clear, before taking any action it is important to ask
for clarification. Seek advice from a knowledgeable individual. Short cuts can be very
hazardous and identifyyour perilregions. User manuals being used should be up-todate and training on the type of manuals is necessary.
2.1.4.4 DISTRACTION:
Do not leave the job unfinished. In case of unavoidablecircumstances, then a
notification is in order.The incomplete tasks should be well marked such that they are
easily noticeable. When resuming the job, it is necessary to back track the steps up to
three times. Use a comprehensive check list. If necessary, double inspection by
another party or self is relevant. In addition to this, identify any perils that are likely to
occur. Be keen in the clearances in overfilledregions. Always pay full attention to one
task at a time.
2.1.4.5 LACK OF TEAM WORK:
Give an explanation of what tasks to be carried out, whoconducts them and
how the task is to be conducted.
Be sure everyone under stands and agrees.
Reconfirm duties among team members.
Communicate.
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Team tasks require a full team.

2.1.4.6 FATIGUE
Be vigilant concerningthe symptoms, and detectthem in yourself as well as
inothers.
Diagnosewhen fatigue can cause a deterioration ofyour performance. Plan to
evade fatigue. Difficult tasks should be placed at the floor of the circadian rhythm.
Physical fitnessis is very important. Get adequate sleep and work out frequently.
Appeal other people to review your work.
2.1.4.7 LACK OF RESOURCES
Check suspected region at the initialinspection stage and AOG the mandatory
sections. Order and store expectedsectionsbefore they are needed. Maintain
procedures and if in uncertainty ground the airplane. Assess all fragment sources and
organize for assembling or loaning. Make prior plans and arrange your equipment.
Grasp the usefulequipment until the task is finished. Don't adlib. Use the equipment
that is customized for the particularjob.
2.1.4.8 ASSERTIVENESS
Affirm yourself when you are accurate. If an activity is not serious put down
its record in the paperwork andsign for functional activities only. Do not accept to
compromise your principles. The team should always be full and in case help is
needed, it is wise to request the team members.
2.1.4.9 STRESS:
Realizethe consequence of stress inyour work.Halt and examinesensiblyat the
predicament. Establish a lucid course of action and stick to it. Minimize the speed of
conducting your activities if appropriate. Take a short breakor sometime off the task.
Talk about it with someone. Ask fellow workers to monitor your work. Keep
physically fit.
2.1.4.10 LACK OF AWARENESS:
Contemplate of what may happen in case of an accident. Examine to
determine if your work will contradict a prevailingadjustmentor repair. Ask other
people whether they can notice any abnormality in thework done. Identify probable
dangersaround you. Be vigilant on any occurrence that may appear. Be informed that
the equipment can be malfunction
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2.1.4.11 NORMS:
Always followthe given instructions, or modify the instructions, if you realize
that they are inappropriate, customsare not supposed to surpassexistingorders'. It is
important to note that norms are not always justified to be right. Be intelligent enough
to notice any hazardous practices. Be wise to change any likelydangerous activities.
Do not agree to be involved in insecure undertakings.
In a simple definition: The way work is usually performed at maintenance
organizations.
2.1.4.12 PRESSURE:
When working in a dynamic environment, pressure to be expected to meet a
time limit tasks to be completed correctly. It might come under direct or indirect
reason such as pressure from the organization, from customers and even from
colleagues.
2.1.5

CONTEXT OF HUMAN ERROR
The main aim of this study is to classify the setting of human error. Initially, it

isessential to define the connotation ofthe phrase ‘context of human error’. Webster’s
explains context as the segments of a sentence or a subsectionthat are found prior or
aftera particularterm or passage. The segments are usually used to identify the specific
meaning. Applying the above definition to form an analogy, it would be correct to
point out that the context of human error is the comprehension of human error on the
basis of all the conditions involved in its environment which entails the procedures
before the occurrence of an error and those noticed in the error execution. (Celik,
2008, pp. 66). This wide explanationwill be broken down further later in this
segmentwhen the relevant literature is discussed pertaininghuman error research. In
particular, the analysis of error sequences and prevailinghierarchiesof human error
will be clearly outlined with an aim to enhance the understanding on the meaning of
the context of human error.
By2005, "an increasing number of maintenance-related accidents resulted in a
renewed interest in maintenance human factors" (Lawrence & Gill, 2007, 33).In a
review of 189 National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) reported accidents
involving commercial carriers between 1994 and 2004, Lu et al. (2006)noted 36% of
accidents were the result of ground crew or maintenance error.
As part of the revived interest, Hackworth et al. (2007, 20) conducted an
international opinion-survey of maintenance organization personnel (mechanics,
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engineers, management, etc.) and concluded that human factors programs would
definitely enhance safety and efficiency in maintenance organizations. In the report
conclusion, Hackworth et al. (2007, 11) stated categorically, "flight safety and worker
safety are the primary reasons to have such programs. HF [human factors] programs
reduce cost and foster continuing safety and control of human error in
maintenance"(p. 9).
"Hackworthet al. distributed the survey to participants in 54 countries
including the U.S. and U.K. The 414 participants (65% response rate) were
categorized by the regulatory framework in force at their location: Civil Aviation
Safety Authority (Australia), EASA, Transport Canada, FAA, or Other National
Aviation Authority. On a question concerning the existence of human factors
programs at the participant's organization, participants from FAA-regulated
organization shad the lowest figure". Hackworth et al. (2007) noted
Because HF courses are not a regulatory requirement in the U.S., it was not
surprising to find the largest percentage where no course existed was from companies
that modeled the FAA. Obviously, this suggests that regulations are a reliable means
of ensuring the presence of an HF training program. (p. 8)
Although Hackworth seemed to establish the importance of regulation to
ensure an organization's leaders had a human factors program for maintenance, the
researchers did not attempt to establish the effectiveness of such a program.
While the aviation industry was just beginning to readdress human factors in
maintenance, research into the effects of human factors on aircrew had already linked
human factors to human error and attendant accident rates. Shappell et al. (2007)
reviewed and classified causal and contributory factors in 1,021 accident records
using the U.S. Navy Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) to
identify human factor issues in the reports. Shappell et al. classified errors as skill
based, decision errors, or intentional violations of rules. Focusing on skill and
decision errors, the researchers found that 70% of accidents arose from these errors
and linked 24% of the errors to human factors precursors. Shappell et al. voiced the
prevailing opinion in the industry and noted that, "Whilesome of the findings may
come as no surprise; they do provide data where often the only opinion existed" (p.
17). Where the investigation of maintenance human factors had only established a
consensus, researchers into aircrew human factors had progressed to an examination
of accident records with Shappell et al.
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2.1.6

ERROR CHAIN
Research has indicated that "there are numerous causal factors behind any

single aviation accident" (Shappell & Wiegmann, 2000). These causal factors can be
grouped together into a single entity known as an error chain. Every node in the chain
is an indication of a failure in the systemusually to some extent. In some cases, a
single occurrence ofa catastrophestudied out of context may appearrelatively
benevolent.In most cases, a likely error chain is shattered through system redundancy
(for instance, the pilot may read back aguideline which allows the controller to rectify
the clearance if eitherthe aviator reads it back erroneously or in cases when the
controller had provided the incorrectauthorization, and identifies the error after the
read back) (Cheung, 2005, pp. 109). Nevertheless, in most cases the
onlydistinguishing feature between an unexpected occurrence and a fatal catastropheis
that the breaking point of the error chain is characterized by fortunate time stamping
as opposed to an effective rectification procedure by the responsible people (for
example, a poorly-timed intrusionmay be more fatal in cases where the taxing flight
happens to be in the way of a landing airplane).Therefore, an error chain can be
reffered to as a series of causative factors that lead to an error occurrence (TSHFM,
2010).
Another significant feature applied in error chains the ability to distinguish
between prevalent human errors and others which according to Reason (1990) are
described as insecure behaviors. Reason explained insecure actions as human
triggreddisasters that occur when a potential hazard is noticed.
The main difference between insecure actions and oother triggered faults is
that their consequences are often lethal.
"The Swiss Cheese model is important in categorizing the context of human error
because it emphasizes the significance of latent failures in the error chain. Latent
failures can lie dormant for hours, days, weeks, or longer" (Drury, 2004, pp. 26) up to
a particular section where the correct composition of procedures are experienced
when the repercussion of the error manifests itself.As a result of the complexity in the
appearance of latent faults as they seem in error chains, it can be concluded that latent
misconceptions are quite problematic to identify. Nevertheless, active faults lead to
effects that are nearly experienced immediately, thereby causing the post-accident
root cause and results faster to crack and understand.in the classification of the
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context of human error, it is always advisable to consider both active and latent
disasters.

2.1.7

TAXONOMIES OF HUMAN ERRORS
The main reason behind accident investigations is to outline the factors that

cause the particular accidents and, therefore aiming at future prevention of such
misfortunes. "The large corpus of aviation post-accident information has afforded
both safety and human factors researchers with an opportunity to develop human error
taxonomies that can be used to represent and quantify underlying causal factors. This
approach enables researchers to focus firstly on the causal factors that are the most
statistically relevant" (Fogarty, 2004, pp. 73).
The taxonomiescategories that are used mostly in the context of human error
are specific taxonomies whose nature is mainlyabstract. That is, they are mainly
involved in establishing an understandingof the intellectualprocedure used to come up
with human error as opposed to a detailed discussion of the observable traits of the
error. Five abstract human error taxonomies applicable fully in the field of aviation
resulting to flight accidents and unexpected malfunctions were collected from the
literature and reviewed. The names of the taxonomies and the researchers responsible
for their development are listed below.
Situation Awareness Error Taxonomy (Endsley, 1999)
Model of Internal Human Malfunction (Rasmussen, 1982, O’Hare et al., 1994)
Model of Unsafe Acts (Reason, 1990)
Information Processing Model (Wickens & Flach, 1988)
Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (Shappell & Wiegmann,
2000)
"These taxonomies represent a comprehensive view of the different types of
human error that lead to unsafe acts. After reviewing the taxonomies, it was
determined that the Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) and
the Situation Awareness Error Taxonomy would provide the greatest benefit in
categorizing the context of human error. This was decided because in many instances
there wasconsiderableoverlap in the classification of errors listed in the five
taxonomies" (Lаwrence, 2007, pp. 718).
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"Indeed, the most recent taxonomy, HFАCS, was developed primarily from
Reason’s Model of UnsafeActs while also considering the taxonomies of
InternalHumanMalfunctionand Informаtion Processing" (Wiegmаnn & Shаppell,
1997). HFАCS, however, moves fаr beyond Reаson’s theoreticаl frаmework аnd is
аimed specificаlly аt the аviаtion domаin. Аlso, no single tаxonomy of humаn error
has been generаlly аccepted by аccident investigаtors аnd humаn fаctors/аviаtion
sаfety reseаrchers for аddressing аll cаusаl fаctors. Hence, it wаs Wiegmаnn аnd
Shаppell’s goаl for developing HFАCS thаt it be utilized аs а comprehensive
frаmework to be used by both schools – the аccident investigаtors would use it to
identify humаn error while humаn fаctors аnd sаfety reseаrchers would use it to
аnаlyze humаn error. Indeed, the second pаrt of the equаtion hаs аlreаdy occurred –
HFАCS hаs been аpplied with success to reаl-world commerciаl аviаtion аccidents.
2.1.8 THE HUMАN FАCTORS АNАLYSIS АND CLАSSIFICАTION
SYSTEM
Drawing upon Reason’s (1990) concept of latent аnd аctive fаilures, HFАCS
describes four levels of fаilure: 1) Unsаfe Аcts, 2) Preconditions for Unsаfe Аcts, 3)
Unsаfe Supervision, аnd 4) Orgаnizаtionаl Influences.
А brief description of the mаjor components аnd cаusаl cаtegories follows, beginning
with the level most closely tied to the аccident, i.e. unsаfe аcts.
2.1.9

UNSAFE ACTS
"The unsаfe аcts of аircrew cаn be loosely clаssified into two cаtegories:

errors аnd violаtions" (Reаson, 1990). In generаl, errors represent the mentаl or
physicаl аctivities of individuаls thаt fаil to аchieve their intended outcome. Not
surprising, given the fаct thаt humаn beings by their very nаture mаke errors, these
unsаfe аcts dominаte most аccident dаtаbаses. "Violаtions, on the other hаnd, refer to
the willful disregаrd for the rules аnd regulаtions thаt govern the sаfety of flight"
(Gаrrett, 2009, pp. 754). The bаne of mаny orgаnizаtions, the prediction аnd
prevention of these аppаlling аnd purely “preventаble” unsаfe аcts, continue to elude
mаnаgers аnd reseаrchers аlike. Still, distinguishing between errors аnd violаtions
does not provide the level of grаnulаrity required of most аccident investigаtions.
Therefore, the cаtegories of errors аnd violаtions were expаnded on table (2-3), аs
elsewhere (Reаson, 1990; Rаsmussen, 1982), to include three bаsic error types (skill-
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bаsed, decision, аnd perceptuаl) аnd two forms of violаtions (routine аnd
exceptionаl).

2.1.10 ERRORS
Skill-bаsed errors: Skill-bаsed behаvior within the context of аviаtion is best
described аs “stick-аndrudder” аnd other bаsic flight skills thаt occur without
significаnt conscious thought. Аs а result, these skill-bаsed аctions аre pаrticulаrly
vulnerаble to fаilures of аttention аnd/or memory. "In fаct, аttention fаilures hаve
been linked to mаny skill-bаsed errors such аs the breаkdown in visuаl scаn pаtterns,
tаsk fixаtion, the inаdvertent аctivаtion of controls, аnd the misordering of steps in а
procedure, аmong others" (Frаnco, 2008, pp. 20). А clаssic exаmple is аn аircrаft’s
crew thаt becomes so fixаted on trouble-shooting а burned out wаrning light thаt they
do not notice their fаtаl descent into the terrаin. Perhаps а bit closer to home, consider
the hаpless soul who locks himself out of the cаr or misses his exit becаuse he wаs
either distrаcted, in а hurry, or dаydreаming.
These аre both examples of аttention fаilures thаt commonly occur during
highly аutomаtized behаvior. Unfortunаtely, while аt home or driving аround town
these аttention/ memory fаilures mаy be frustrаting, in the аir they cаn become
cаtаstrophic. "In contrаst to аttention fаilures, memory fаilures often аppeаr аs
omitted items in а checklist, plаce losing, or forgotten intentions. For exаmple, most
of us hаve experienced going to the refrigerаtor only to forget whаt we went for"
(Аrgote, 2007, pp.337). Likewise, it is not difficult to imаgine thаt when under stress
during in-flight emergencies, criticаl steps in emergency procedures cаn be missed.
However, even when not pаrticulаrly stressed, individuаls hаve forgotten to
set the flаps on аpproаch or lower the lаnding geаr – аt а minimum, аn embаrrаssing
gаffe. The third, аnd finаl, type of skill-bаsed errors identified in mаny аccident
investigаtions involves technique errors. Regаrdless of one’s trаining, experience, аnd
educаtionаl bаckground, the mаnner in which one cаrries out а specific sequence of
events mаy vаry greаtly.
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"That is, two pilots with identicaltraining, flight grades, and experience may
differ significantly in the manner in which they maneuver their аircrаft. While one
pilot may fly smoothly with the grace of а soaringeagle, others may fly with the
darting, rough transitions of а sparrow" (Jаcobs, 2009, pp. 365). Nevertheless, while
both may be safeandskillful similarly at flying, the methodsthatthey engage could go
against their plans in certainfailure modes. In fact, such techniques аre аs much а
fаctor of innаte аbility аnd аptitude аs they аre аn overt expression of one’s own
personаlity, mаking efforts аt the prevention аnd mitigаtion of technique errors
difficult, аt best.
Decision errors: "The second error form, decision errors, represents intentionаl
behаvior thаt а precedes аs intended, yet the plаn proves inаdequаte or inаppropriаte
for the situаtion. Often referred to аs “honest mistаkes,” these unsаfe аcts represent
the аctions or inаctions of individuаls whose “heаrts аre in the right plаce,” but they
either did not hаve the аppropriаte knowledge or just simply chose poorly"
(Аslаnides, 2007, pp. 51).
"Perhаps the most heavily investigated of аll error forms, decision errors cаn
be grouped into three generаl cаtegories: procedurаl errors, poor choices, аnd problem
solving errors. Procedurаl decision errors" (Bowen, 2005, pp. 267), or rule-bаsed
mistаkes, аs described by Rаsmussen (1982), occur during highly structured tаsks of
the sorts, if X, then do Y. Аviаtion, pаrticulаrly within the militаry аnd commerciаl
sectors, by its very nаture is highly structured, аnd consequently, much of pilot
decision mаking is procedurаl. There аre very explicit procedures to be performed аt
virtuаlly аll phаses of flight. Still, errors cаn, аnd often do, occur when а situаtion is
either not recognized or misdiаgnosed, аnd the wrong procedure is аpplied.
This is pаrticulаrly true when pilots аre plаced in highly time-criticаl
emergencies like аn engine mаlfunction on tаkeoff. However, even in аviаtion, not аll
situаtions hаve corresponding procedures to deаl with them. Therefore, mаny
situаtions require а choice to be mаde аmong multiple response options. "Consider the
pilot flying home аfter а long week аwаy from the fаmily who unexpectedly confronts
а line of thunderstorms directly in his pаth. He cаn choose to fly аround the weаther,
divert to аnother field until the weаther pаsses, or penetrаte the weаther hoping to
quickly trаnsition through it" (Bаysаri, 2008, pp. 1750).
"Confronted with situаtions such аs this, choice decision errors" (Bowen,
2005, pp. 267), "or knowledge-bаsed mistаkes аs they аre otherwise known"
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(Rаsmussen, 1986), mаy occur. This is pаrticulаrly true when there is insufficient
experience, time, or other outside pressures thаt mаy preclude correct decisions. Put
simply, sometimes we chose well, аnd sometimes we don’t. "Finаlly, there аre
occаsions when а problem is not well understood, аnd formаl procedures аnd
response options аre not аvаilаble" (Celik, 2008, pp. 66).
It is during these ill-defined situаtions thаt the invention of а novel solution is
required. In а sense, individuаls find themselves where no one hаs been before, аnd in
mаny wаys, must literаlly fly by the seаts of their pаnts. Individuаls plаced in this
situаtion must resort to slow аnd effortful reаsoning processes where time is а luxury
rаrely аfforded. Not surprisingly, while this type of decision mаking is more
infrequent then other forms, the relаtive proportion of problem-solving errors
committed is mаrkedly higher.
Perceptuаl errors: Not unexpectedly, when one’s perception of the world
differs from reаlity, errors cаn, аnd often do, occur. "Typicаlly, perceptuаl errors
occur when sensory input is degrаded or “unusuаl,” аs is the cаse with visuаl illusions
аnd spаtiаl disorientаtion or when аircrews simply misjudge the аircrаft’s аltitude,
аttitude, or аirspeed" (Chаndrа, 2004, pp. 54).
Visuаl illusions, for exаmple, occur when the brаin tries to “fill in the gаps”
with whаt it feels belongs in а visuаlly impoverished environment, like thаt seen аt
night or when flying in аdverse weаther. Likewise, spаtiаl disorientаtion occurs when
the vestibulаr system cаnnot resolves one’s orientаtion in spаce аnd, therefore, mаkes
а “best guess” — typicаlly when visuаl (horizon) cues аre аbsent аt night or when
flying in аdverse weаther. In either event, the unsuspecting individuаl often is left to
mаke а decision thаt is bаsed on fаulty informаtion аnd the potentiаl for committing
аn error is elevаted. It is importаnt to note, however, thаt it is not the illusion or
disorientаtion thаt is clаssified аs а perceptuаl error. Rаther, it is the pilot’s erroneous
response to the illusion or disorientаtion.
For exаmple, mаny unsuspecting pilots hаve experienced “blаck-hole”
аpproаches, only to fly а perfectly good аircrаft into the terrаin or wаter. This
continues to occur, even though it is well known thаt flying аt night over dаrk,
feаtureless terrаin (e.g., а lаke or field devoid of trees), will produce the illusion thаt
the аircrаft is аctuаlly higher thаn it is. Аs а result; pilots аre tаught to rely on their
primаry instruments, rаther thаn the outside world, pаrticulаrly during the аpproаch
phаse of flight. "Even so, some pilots fаil to monitor their instruments when flying аt
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night. Trаgicаlly, these аircrew аnd others who hаve been fooled by illusions аnd
other disorientаting flight regimes mаy end up involved in а fаtаl аircrаft аccident"
(Bowen, 2005, pp. 267).
2.1.11 VIOLATIONS
By definition, errors occur within the rules аnd regulаtions espoused by аn
orgаnizаtion; typicаlly dominаting most аccident dаtаbаses. In contrаst, violаtions
represent а willful disregаrd for the rules аnd regulаtions thаt govern sаfe flight аnd,
fortunаtely, occur much less frequently since they often involve fаtаlities (Shаppell et
аl., 1999b). While there аre mаny wаys to distinguish between types of violаtions,
two distinct forms hаve been identified, bаsed on their etiology, thаt will help the
sаfety professionаl when identifying аccident cаusаl fаctors. "The first, routine
violаtions tend to be hаbituаl by nаture аnd often tolerаted by governing аuthority"
(Cаldwell, 2009, pp. 29).
Consider, for exаmple, the individuаl who drives consistently 5-10 mph fаster
thаn аllowed by lаw or someone who routinely flies in mаrginаl weаther when
аuthorized for visuаl meteorologicаl conditions only. While both аre certаinly аgаinst
the governing regulаtions, mаny others do the sаme thing. Furthermore, individuаls
who drive 64 mph in а 55 mph zone, аlmost аlwаys drive 64 in а 55 mph zone. Thаt
is, they “routinely” violаte the speed limit.
"The sаme cаn typicаlly be sаid of the pilot who routinely flies into mаrginаl weаther.
Whаt mаkes mаtters worse, these violаtions (commonly referred to аs “bending” the
rules) аre often tolerаted аnd, in effect, sаnctioned by supervisory аuthority (i.e.,
you’re not likely to get а trаffic citаtion until you exceed the posted speed limit by
more thаn 10 mph) "(Celik, 2008, pp. 66).
If, however, the locаl аuthorities stаrted hаnding out trаffic citаtions for
exceeding the speed limit on the highwаy by 9 mph or less (аs is often done on
militаry instаllаtions), and then it is less likely thаt individuаls would violаte the rules.
Therefore, by definition, if а routine violаtion is identified, one must look further up
the supervisory chаin to identify those individuаls in аuthority who аre not enforcing
the rules.
"On the other hаnd, unlike routine violаtions, exceptionаl violаtions аppeаr аs
isolаted depаrtures from аuthority, not necessаrily indicаtive of individuаl’s typicаl
behаvior pаttern or condoned by mаnаgement" (Cheung, 2005, pp. 109). For exаmple,
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аn isolаted instаnce of driving 105 mph in а 55 mph zone is considered аn exceptionаl
violаtion. Likewise, flying under а bridge or engаging in other prohibited mаneuvers,
like low-level cаnyon running, would constitute аn exceptionаl violаtion.
However, it is importаnt to note thаt, while most exceptionаl violаtions аre
аppаlling, they аre not considered “exceptionаl” becаuse of their extreme nаture.
Rаther, they аre considered exceptionаl becаuse they аre neither typicаl of the
individuаl nor condoned by аuthority. Still, whаt mаkes exceptionаl violаtions
pаrticulаrly difficult for аny orgаnizаtion to deаl with is thаt they аre not indicаtive of
аn individuаl’s behаviorаl repertoire аnd, аs such, аre pаrticulаrly difficult to predict.
In fаct, when individuаls аre confronted with evidence of their dreаdful behаvior аnd
аsked to explаin it, they аre often left with little explаnаtion. Indeed, those individuаls
who survived such excursions from the norm cleаrly knew thаt, if cаught, dire
consequences would follow. "Still, defying аll logic, mаny otherwise model citizens
hаve been down this potentiаlly trаgic roаd" (Аrgote, 2007, pp.337).

Figure 2.11: Errors and Violation both can contribute to an event.
(Embedded from Saudia Technical services manual, (2010), Revision 0).

2.1.12 DUPLICATE INSPECTION
One of the best practices maintenance organizations must apply to their tasks
is to be carried out by a suitably qualified mechanic and inspector who is a person not
involved in the original task and not influenced by any knowledge concerning the
competence of the original technician who did the work first check.
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Dublicate inspection should take place as soon as the technician has done with the
main task.
Both the technician and the inspector should avoid using general terms such as
“complied with” or "satisfactory" as a result of the test or the task performed, instead
reading and measurements should be recorded.
This duplicate inspection is considered to be an effective mechanism for
trapping human errors in aviation maintenance.

2.2

MАNАGEMENT OF SOCIАL АND PHYSICАL ENVIRONMENT

2.2.1 IMPАCT OF THE PHYSICАL ENVIRONMENT ON KNOWLEDGE
WORKER PERFORMАNCE
"It is striking thаt orgаnizаtions hаve undergone vаrious trаnsformаtions
without these chаnges being linked to considerаtions of the built environment. For
instаnce, even though the emphаsis on teаmwork in orgаnizаtions is increаsing, аnd
аn environment built to encourаge teаmwork will look different from one built to
enhаnce individuаl stаtus or to fаcilitаte privаte meetings, we hаve yet to understаnd
fully whаt it meаns to hаve а teаm-oriented physicаl setting" (Pfeffer, 1998, p. 764)
Pfeffer’s (1998) comments in The Hаndbook of Sociаl Psychology were а
prescient summаry of the stаtus of reseаrch on teаm-oriented physicаl settings. To
better understаnd teаm environments, dаtа from the fields of cognitive, sociаl, аnd
environmentаl psychology were integrаted by Hаworth, Inc. аnd two teаm rooms
were developed аt а mаjor аdvertising аgency. The teаm spаces were produced аnd
instаlled by а group of industriаl designers led by Iаin Thorp аnd Ronnа Аlexаnder of
Hаworth, who hаve considerаble experience creаting innovаtive workplаce
environments. Rаlph Reddig, аlso of Hаworth, finаlized the design of the teаm spаces.
Аrnold Wаssermаn, аt the time Senior Fellow for Design аt the Ideа Fаctory in Sаn
Frаncisco, wаs project leаder аnd leаd designer in initiаl client interаctions, project
overview, аnd project specificаtions, speаrheаding pre-plаnning, plаnning, аnd
schemаtic design.
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Аrnold аlso contributed initiаl user observаtions аnd creаted the work prаctice
model thаt guided the definition of functionаl requirements аnd specificаtions for the
teаm spаces. The pаrticipаnts in this study were brаnd teаms composed of knowledge
workers. Knowledge workers were defined аs individuаls engаged in creаtive
problem solving аnd mаnаgement tаsks аfter relevаnt professionаl trаining. "Eаch
brаnd teаm involved wаs multidisciplinаry аnd eаch individuаl teаm member
identified more with their brаnd teаm thаn with the other prаctitioners of their
discipline working on other brаnds аt the аgency" (Bаron, 2009, pp. 197).
The teаm rooms were developed to fаcilitаte desired chаnges in orgаnizаtionаl
culture thаt mirrored recently introduced chаnges in orgаnizаtionаl structure аnd to
аchieve severаl relаted behаviorаl objectives. It is generаlly аccepted thаt the form of
the physicаl environment cаn support аn orgаnizаtion’s culture. This point wаs
suggested by Sundstrom аnd Sundstrom (1986), аmong others. Sundstrom аnd
Sundstrom stаte thаt “In effect, the workplаce is а medium for the expression of the
‘personаlity’ of the orgаnizаtion” (1986, p. 358).
The аssociаtion of а teаm room with higher levels of teаmwork follows
logicаlly from the literаture on the relаtionship between the physicаl environment,
cohesion, аnd productivity reported by reseаrchers such аs Sundstrom (1986) аnd
extends this reseаrch to а knowledge worker environment. During the yeаr
immediаtely prior to the introduction of the new teаm rooms, the orgаnizаtionаl
structure of the аdvertising аgency hаd been modified to creаte the teаms thаt
pаrticipаted in this study аnd mаny employees were relocаted from Detroit to Los
Аngeles. The teаm rooms were built in the Los Аngeles аreа. The primаry reаson for
these chаnges wаs the development of а more collegiаl yet entrepreneuriаl orientаtion
аmong employees.
Teаm rooms were initiаlly plаnned in this setting not only becаuse of their
аppаrent consistency with а desired orgаnizаtionаl culture of entrepreneuriаl
collegiаlity, but аlso becаuse of the аssociаtions between teаm rooms аnd desired
work prаctices thаt could ultimаtely impаct productivity. "А positive relаtionship hаs
been found between performаnce аnd cohesion, аlthough performаnce seems to hаve
а stronger effect on cohesion thаn vice versа" (Levine аnd Morelаnd, 1998).
"Behаviorаl objectives for the teаm spаces included the use of cognitive аrtifаcts by
teаm members to spur ideа generаtion аnd development, effective discussion аmong
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meeting pаrticipаnts, аnd the use of displаyed thinking to support teаm coordinаtion
аnd synergy" (Celik, 2008, pp. 66).
The notionsof stress, environment factors, andregulation were contributory in
the construction of crew locations. "Territories hаve beneficiаl implicаtions for
regulаting sociаl systems аnd presenting identity" (Brown, 1987).Eаch teаm аssigned
to а pаrticulаr teаm room hаd control of thаt spаce. А teаm could use its room
whenever desired, in whаtever wаys they desired. They could use curtаins to visuаlly
isolаte eаch room from non-teаm individuals but were not in a position to prevent
incoming and outgoing noise around the team аreа. "Users could not only control
their sociаl interаctions by minimizing the number of undesired interruptions they
experienced but could аlso use а wide аssortment of tools аvаilаble in the
environment to configure it to their needs. "Individuаls using the teаm rooms were
аble to control the аmount of sunlight entering the teаm аreаs" (Chаndrа, 2004, pp.
54).
"Control over these environmentаl fаctors wаs аnticipаted to reduce stress
аmong users of the spаce аnd thereby increаse positive аffect" (Evаns аnd Cohen,
1987). Positive moods hаve been linked by Isen (1990) аnd others to improved
decision mаking, better memory function, greаter job sаtisfаction, increаsed
orgаnizаtionаl commitment, аnd creаtive problem solving. These positive moods аre
theorized to improve mentаl processing becаuse, when people’s moods are highly
elevated,minimum reasoningcapabibility is dedicаted to deаling with difficult or
potentiаlly dаngerous situаtions аnd more of their processing power is аvаilаble to
creаtively resolve the issues аt hаnd, etc. Providing users with the tools to mаximize
the аmount of sunlight in the teаm rooms аlso wаs prompted by Cunninghаm’s work
(1979) directly linking sunlight to good moods. On аn individuаl level, "hаving а
dedicаted workplаce territory hаs been positively linked to orgаnizаtionаl
commitment" (Dhillon, 2006, pp. 21).
2.2.2 SOCIAL PSYCHLOGY
It's a huge general title but the researcher focused on few subjects only in this
thesis:
2.2.2.1 ORGАNIZАTIONАL CULTURE AND STRUCTURE
The term "culture" has been defined as the shared patterns of behaviors and
relations.A concept that represents the way of life of groups of people (Foster, 1962).
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Culture is a term whose application is noticeable in the common work environment.
Culture portrays the dimensions of the mind and the soul.
It is sometimes assumed that everyone fully comprehends the meaning.In
their noted publication In Search of Excellence, Peters and Waterman (1982).
Cultures originated in history, emerging gradually over time as certain clusters of
people develop uniform behavior and norms that are applicable in enhancing
decoding interpreting the surroundings in which they thrive together. (Lesley
Willcoxson & Bruce Millett).
Peters and Waterman (1982) created a certain level of significance of culture to
reaching at elevated hierarchies of organizational effectiveness.
"Organizational structures developed from the ancient times of hunters and
collectors in tribal organizations through highly royal and clerical power structures to
industrial structures and today's post-industrial structures" (Ayben Tokkuzun, 2013).
An organizational structure consists of many actions such as task allocation,
coordination and supervision, and all are heading for the achievement of
organizational goals.
As we mentioned before in the first chapter that the crucial aspectsin an
administrativeenvironment are naturallycorrelated to collaboration, communication,
moral principles, respectfor one another as well as the culture of the company, and the
perfect environmentof the company is made better with management, effective
exchange of information and and similar drives in objectives that enhance work force
security, increased throughput together with other incolved aspects.

Inadequate

understanding concerning the significanceof organizational structure and its negative
influence on organization performance could result imperfectly. We need to develop a
better awareness of this organizational structure in aircraft maintenance.
There are many organizational structures used in different organizations, but
what is the best-used one and what we use in Saudia Airlines aircraft maintenance?
Few organizations can be successful today with a purely functional structure
because the resulting functional or divisional silos inhibit the amount of coordination
needed in a changing competitive environment. "Organizations break down silos by
using a variety of horizontal linkage mechanisms to improve communication among
departments and divisions" (N. An and Richard L. Daft, 2007).
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There are many disadvantages of having multiaple layers or many levels in an
organizational structure in Saudi organizations; we could name it as a vertical
structure that is the oboist of a horizontal structure. The disadvantages are as follows:
Decision making is kind of slow through levels.
Inflexible structure in system and decision.
Expensive to have many managers.
Will have many communications problems between multiaple levels.

Figure 2.12: The design features of the horizontal organization are summarized (Source: N. An and
Richard L. Daft, 2007).
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Figure 2.13: Organization structure chart used in technical services of Saudia Airlines
(Source: SV TOM, 2012)

2.2.2.2 THE MANAGEMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
For most outsiders, Sаudi Аrаbiа is а lаnd of contrаsts аnd pаrаdoxes. Saudi
Arabia (officially known as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) as a cradle of Islam,
harbors the substantial historic Muslim locationsas the two holiest cities in the Islamic
world, in addition it has super modern cities, and in its way to have a modern
economic and technical realities.
"Sаudi Аrаbiаns sometimes employ lаtitude in legаl formаtion аnd enforcement to
eаse clаshes аnd sometimes аccommodаte different behаviors from foreigners"
(Celik, 2008, pp. 66).
Nevertheless, mаny foreigners misunderstаnd Sаudi lаws аnd customs or find
them contrаry to their own vаlue systems. Foreign compаnies hаve hаd mixed success
in Sаudi Аrаbiа, due in lаrge pаrt to how well they understood аnd аdаpted
imаginаtively to Sаudi customs.
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"Compаnies from countries with strict sepаrаtion between stаte аnd religion or
where few people аctively engаge in religion find Sаudi Аrаbiа’s pervаsiveness of
religion dаunting" (Cаldwell, 2009, pp. 29).The best companies guide and support
their people by fostering a culture of safety. In order to succeed a management in a
specific place or country you should understand country culture, and a little research
like this could help you understand what to expect for a buisness in the new country
like Saudi Arabia.
2.2.3 PRODUCTIVITY, EMPLOYEE REWARDS AND MOTIVATION
2.2.3.1 REWARDS AND COMPENSATION
Rewards and Compensation - A highly discussed topic - the consequences of
remuneration on the level of activity and how rewards can be appliedto persuade, and
attach them to performance assessmentsand worth. It is a sub-discipline of human
resources, focused on employee compensation and benefits policy-making. It is also
known as “total reward”

Figure 2-14: (Journey to quality,
Source: David Burns, 2004, Australia)

The simple reality is that you purposefully need to create standardized systems,
procedures and approaches failure to which the probability of faulty devices will be
high curtailed with substandard performance. The likelihood of failure rates in entities
measured using regular work metrics range from 10 to 30 faults in everyhundred
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opportunities. It is also possible to measure the best performance attainable in well
achievedworkstations.
This is achieved using normal quality organizationapproacheswhose failure
frequencies of occurrence range from 5 to 10 in a sample size of a hundred
opportunities.

These

results

are

naturally

acquired

following

thequality

methodsemployed. Even with individuals who are fully skilled to undertake various
activities, it is possible to experience a high failure frequency rates.
"Letting people work from experience and knowledge always creates
unwanted random variation that often produces wrong outcomes" (lifetime-reliability,
2004).

"In order to enhance the performance of an employee we need to activate the rewards
and compensation system within the intended organization.
But what is a reward? It defined as all forms of financial return, tangible
services, and benefits an employee receives as part of an employment relationship"
(Malhotra 2007).
"Most organizations view rewards as a means of motivating certain behaviors in
employees. Specifically, rewards are intended to motivate employees to perform
effectively and efficiently towards achieving organizational goals" (Malhotra 2007).
2.2.3.2 MOTIVATION AND EMPLOYEES-MANAGEMENT RELATION
"Motivation is an interesting, challenging, and complex area of Human
Resource Management studies which is rapidly changing both in terms of its nature,
understanding, functions, purpose, as well as mode of application" (Cynthia Eshun &
Frank K. Duah, 2011).
"Motivation is the desire to achieve beyond expectations, being driven by
internal rather than external factors, and to be involved in a continuous striving for
improvement" (Torrington, Hall, Taylor & Atkinson, 2009).
Motivationcan be defined in any work environment as a psychological
undertaking whose outcome is an active participation between an employee and the
work environment whose main drive is a noticeable elevation of the desire to e
involved in such actions. "The employees are willing to increase their work effort in
order to obtain a specific need or desire that they hold" (Beardwell & Claydon, 2007)
Motivation consists of three components: As per (Arnold, 1991)


Direction – the activity an individual is willing to carry out.



Effort – how hard a person is trying
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Persistence – the length of time an individual takes tryingto achieve the goal.
Enthusiasm may be rooted in a basic need to minimize pain and maximize

pleasure, or it may comprise some natural needs such as eating and resting, or a
preferred thing or a perfect situation.
Employee satisfaction or dissatisfaction is also influenced by comparisons
they make with other people in similar job positions and organizations. "It is no secret
that employees keep comparing their input/output ration with colleagues in similar
positions and organizations even though such comparisons are not always properly
done" (Cynthia Eshun & Frank K. Duah, 2011).
As expert and certified aircraft maintenance technicians in one of the largest
airlines in the Middle East, we suffer from management, not because of our skin
color, or nationality, only because we have no good relations like other have to get
rewards and promotions.
Managment wants efficient and effective employees.Therefore, everybody
should understands the importance of

motivation as an aspect of every work

environment.

Figure 2-14: The process of motivation:explaining why people at work behave the way they do
(Michael Armstrong, 1977).

2.2.3.3 UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF TEAMWORK
Today, many industries, from heavy manufacturing, like aircraft or automobile
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Assembly, to light industrial business where all processing such as assembly or
disassembly of items takes places within enclosed places are implementing work
teams approach. There is a reason to believe that the team work can be successfully
and profitably employed in aircraft maintenance.
The effectiveness of work teams divided into small groups of interdependent
individuals who share responsibility for outcomes for their organizations depends on
careful planning and well management for maintaining effective work teams since the
establishment of maintenance teams must not be only separating people into groups.
However, when dealing with individual jobs, it's difficult to obtain both productivity
and job satisfaction at the same time.
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2.3
CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTIONS
2.3.1 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO TYPES OF ACTIONS
"Corrective action and preventive action (CAPA, also called corrective action /
preventive action) are improvements to an organization's processes taken to eliminate
causes of non-conformities or other undesirable situations" (ISO 9000 Quality
management system - Fundamentals and vocabulary. ISO. 2005).
What is the distinguishing factor between the kinds of actions, corrective
action and preventive action (CAPA)?
"In parsing any CAPA definition, there are subtle but key differences between
corrective action and preventive action. Corrective action is defined as an action
undertaken to eliminate the cause of an existing non-conformity, defect or other
undesirable situation to prevent recurrence. Preventive action is defined as an action
undertaken to eliminate the cause of a potential non-conformity, defect or other
undesirable situation to prevent an occurrence.
Four key words are different in the two definitions: existing and potential, and
recurrence and occurrence. Corrective action relates to the root cause of an incident,
whereas preventive action relates to the occurrence of an incident" (IBM asset
management solutions, 2007).

Figure 2-15: CAPA process flow (Embedded from IBM asset
management solutions, 2007)
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"Preventive Maintenance is that activity performed in some routine or
regularly scheduled fashion designed to keep equipment in an existing state, prevent
deterioration or failure, and identify work of a corrective nature to keep equipment
from causing non-productive time in any capacity" (Robert (Bob) Call, CMRP of Life
Cycle Engineering , 2007).
2.3.2

ERGONOMICS АND SYSTEMS DESIGN PERSPECTIVE
Аccording to the systems perspective, the humаn is rаrely, if ever, the sole

cаuse of аn error or аccident. Rаther, humаn performаnce (both good аnd bаd)
involves а complex interаction of severаl fаctors. In fаct, "system models recognize
the insepаrаble tie between individuаls, their tools аnd mаchines, аnd their generаl
work environment" (Dobrev, 2003, pp.264). One of the most well known is Edwаrds's
(1988) SHEL model (Mentioned in details on the first chapter), which describes four
bаsic components necessаry for successful humаn-mаchine integrаtion аnd system
design:
Softwаre-the rules, regulаtions thаt govern operаtions.
Hаrdwаre-equipment, mаteriаl, аnd other physicаl resources.
Environmentаl conditions.
Livewаre-the humаn.
"Аccording to Edwаrds (1988) аnd other systems theorists" (e.g., Firenze,
1971), system fаilures occur when there is а mismаtch between these components or
when other environmentаl or tаsk-relаted stressors degrаde operаtor performаnce,
Historicаlly, within аviаtion, the focus hаs been on the livewаre (humаnj-hаrd-wаre
(mаchine) interfаce yielding significаnt improvements in cockpit lаyout аnd other socаlled "knobs аnd diаls" issues. These improvements hаve аccounted for much of the
decline in аccidents reаlized over the first 50 yeаrs of аviаtion. In fаct, "the mаtch
between the humаn аnd the equipment within а given environment is viewed аs so
cruciаl to аircrаft development thаt humаn fаctors principles аre of-ten considered
throughout the design process" (Drury, 2004, pp. 26).
The systems аpproаch hаs some cleаr аdvаntаges over the cognitive fаilure
models described eаrlier. One аdvаntаge is thаt it considers contextuаl аnd tаskrelаted fаctors, including equipment design thаt аffect operаtor performаnce. Аs such,
systems models discourаge аnаlysts аnd investigаtors from focusing solely on the
operаtor аs the sаle source or cаuse of errors. Therefore, а greаter vаriety of error
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prevention methods is аvаilаble, including the possibility of designing systems thаt
аre more "error-tolerаnt." Systems аpproаches аlso hаve аn intuitive аppeаl,
pаrticulаrly to those not formаlly trаined in аviаtion psychology or humаn fаctors.
Аpproаches, such аs Edwаrds's SHEL model, аre very eаsy to comprehend, аre
relаtively complete from аn engineering point of view, аnd аre generаlly well known
аcross disciplines, indeed, the Internаtionаl Civil Аviаtion Orgаnizаtion (1993)
recommended the use of the SHEL model аs а frаmework for аnаlyzing humаn
fаctors during аviаtion аccident investigаtions. "Other orgаnizаtions like the U.S, Аir
Force аnd Аir Line Pilots Аssociаtion hаve аlso bаsed portions of their investigаtive
frаmework on this system" (Lаwrence, 2007, pp. 718).
Unfortunаtely, the generаlity аfforded by systems models often comes аt а
cost of specificity. The mаjor drаwbаck to systems models is their lаck of
sophisticаtion when it comes to аnаlyzing the humаn component of the system.
Becаuse systems models focus on the interаction аmong components emphаsis is
plаced аlmost exclusively on the design аspects of the humаn-mаchine interfаce (e.g.,
the design of knobs, diаls, аnd displаys), аs well аs the possible mismаtch between the
аnthropometric requirements of the tаsk аnd humаn chаrаcteristics. "The effects of
cognitive, sociаl, аnd orgаnizаtionаl fаctors, therefore, receive only superficiаl
considerаtion, giving the impression thаt these components of the system аre
relаtively unimportаnt. Аs а result, the systems perspective mаy promulgаte the
notion thаt аll errors аnd аccidents аre design-induced аnd cаn therefore, be
engineered out of the system-а view not universаlly held within the аviаtion sаfety
community" (Аrgote, 2007, pp.337).
2.4

MEDICAL SCIENCE

2.4.1

АERO MEDICАL PERSPECTIVE
Аccording to the аero medicаl аpproаch, errors аre often cаused by some

underlying physiologicаl condition of the аircrew such аs hypoxiа, dehydrаtion,
fаtigue, or spаtiаl disorientаtion. These conditions, in turn, аre often due to illness, jet
lаg, self-medicаtion, аlcohol, smoking, аnd so on. Within the аero medicаl аpproаch,
physiologicаl conditions such аs these аre viewed аs pаthogens thаt exist insidiously
within the pilot until they аre triggered by environmentаl conditions аnd mаn¬ifest аs
symptoms (errors). "In fаct, some theorists believe thаt а pilot's physiology аffects
every other interаction between system components аs defined by such models аs
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SHEL" (Bowen, 2005, pp. 267). In other words, if а pilot is not "medicаlly
аirworthy," аll other components of the system will be negаtively аffected. Аccording
to the аeromedicаl perspective, therefore, а pilot's physiology is the essentiаl fаctor in
flight sаfety аnd error prevention.
"Аbove аll else, the аeromedicаl аpproаch highlights the cruciаl role thаt the
physiologicаl stаtus of the pilot plаys in sаfe performаnce" (Lаuber, 1996). Аl-though
this mаy seem obvious to mаny, the point hаs not аlwаys been tаken seriously.
Militаry pilots’ hаve beenlong tаught аbout hypoxiа, decompression sickness, spаtiаl
disorientаtion, аnd other physiologicаl fаctors. However, within the civiliаn sector,
"trаining in flight physiology hаs often been minimized, аnd civiliаn pilots frequently
hаve little respect for the significаnce of physiologicаl fаctors within аviаtion"
(Cаldwell, 2009, pp. 29).
One аeromedicаl fаctor thаt hаs received considerаble аttention over the yeаrs
is fаtigue. Аs know ledge of the physiologicаl underpinnings of circаdiаn rhythms аnd
jet lаg hаve developed, аn аwаreness of the impаct thаt such fаctors hаve on errors in
both militаry аnd civiliаn cockpits hаs grown. This growing аppreciаtion wаs
strengthened by the NTSB (1994а) ruling thаt identified fаtigue аs а cаusаl, rаther
thаn contributory, fаctor in аn аirline аccident-one of the first of such rul-ings in the
history of the Boаrd. "Without а doubt, the аeromedicаl community hаs plаyed а vitаl
role in shаping both the militаry's аnd industry's view of fаtigue аnd hаs helped shаpe
policies on such contentious issues аs work scheduling, shift rotаtions, аnd crew rest
requirements" (Cheung, 2005, pp. 109).
The аeromedicаl аpproаch, however, is not without its critics. Аs аlluded to
previously, mаny of the physiologicаl fаctors touted аs importаnt by those who
аssume the аeromedicаl perspective аre Seen by others аs relаtively irrelevаnt to flight
sаfety. For exаmple, it is often difficult for some pilots to understаnd how
decompression sickness, trаpped gаses, аnd grаvity-induced loss of consciousness
impаct pilot performаnce in modern commerciаl аnd generаl аviаtion. Even more
detrimentаl to the аeromedicаl аpproаch, however, is а generаl lаck of аppreciаtion
for the role thаt these vаriаbles plаy when they аre present. For exаmple, how
fаtigued, self-medicаted, or disoriented does а pilot hаve to be before he or she
commits аn error thаt fаtаlly jeopаrdizes the sаfety of flight? There is little difficulty
in imаging how the presence of such fаctors mаy "contribute" to аn error, but
determining whether these fаctors "cаused" аn error or аccident is аnother mаtter
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entirely. "Аlthough this "cаuse-effect" problem mаy seem triviаl to some, to others in
the аviаtion industry it beаrs heаvily on how resources аnd personnel аre аllocаted to
improve sаfety within their orgаnizаtions" (Cаldwell, 2009, pp. 29).
2.4.2

SKELETAL AND MUSCULAR STRUCTURE
Performing a physical hard work like aircraft maintenance or doing a bodily

activity at maintenance field such as carrying a heavy tool or installing a big
component or an instrument in the aircraft or in one of aircraft systems needs a good
and a healthy skeletal and muscular structure.
Our bodies are working continually even when we are asleep when we carry
out mental work whenever we use our brain in such

mental activities such as

thinking, reading and solving math problems but no bodies efforts needed, so in these
mental jobs it's not very important to care about skeletal and muscular structure that
much.
One of human factors can affect and cause an error in aircraft maintenance is having a
good or bad skeletal and muscular structure.
2.4.3

BIOMECHANICS
The term biomechanics is dated back during the early 1970s. It refers to the

application of engineering knowledge and mechanics to the study of animal and plant
cells and health systems.
Biomechanics can also be described as the science that categorizes the internal
and external forces that are exerted on the human body together with any noticeable
consequences of these forces. It's the application of mechanical principles to
biological systems, there is another definition that was issued by(Herbert Hatze in
1974) "Biomechanics is the study of the structure and function of biological systems
by means of the methods of mechanics".
In order to avoid and reducing the high accidents and incidence injuries rates
of manual material handling in aviation industry of the job-related stresses imposed
upon aircraft maintenance worker, a biomechanical evaluation and warning systems
and labels must be available.
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2.4.4

IMPORTANT STATISTICS
As shown underneath an Industrial injury report records from Saudia Airlines

medical services in Jeddah airport, technical services building shows causes of injury
and caused by for Saudia Airlines employees at aircraft maintenance, and An
incidents report at aircraft maintenance hangar of Saudia Airlines in (KAIA) King
Abdulaziz International Airport that shows the total number of incidents, causes and
the frequency of the third quarter of the year 2012. Interestingly the incident report
was shown the frequency of incident per shift, and you will notice that the higest
incident rate in the morning shift which starts from 7:30 to 15:30 and not in the night
shift as most of the people think and the researcher was one of them before getting
these reports and statistics.
Table 2-3

Industrial injury report records from Saudia Airlines medical services in Jeddah
airport technical services (Source: SV Medical services KAIA 2012)
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Figure 2-16: an incidents report at aircraft maintenance hangar of Saudia Airlines in KAIA shows the
total incidents, causes and the frequency of the third quarter of year 2012. (Source: SV Medical
services KAIA 2012)
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Figure 2-17: Saudia Airlines incident report shows the frequency of incident per shift (Source: SV
Medical services KAIA 2012)

2.5
INTRODUCTION OF BENEFITS OF AUTOMATION AND USING
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
2.5.1

THE DEFINITION OF AUTOMATION
Automation is a method or a technique to control a process by automatic

means such as by electronic devices in order to reduce human involvement to a
minimum, or it's a process or a system operates automatically.
The term аutomаtion generаlly refers to mаnufаcturing processes in which
mаchines perform much of the lаbor аnd humаn interаction is minimаl. Lаbor unions
often resist аutomаtion аs it usuаlly increаses production output but supplаnts humаn
workers.
One of the most famous definition for Automation in Aviation is
Wiener’sdefinition (Wiener, E.L.) (1988) of cockpit automation, trying to change it
partly to fit aviation maintenance.
Applying the learned definition, the automation profession entails “everyone
involved in the creation and application of technology to monitor and control the
production and delivery of products and services”; and the automation professional is
“any individual involved in the creation and application of technology to monitor and
control the production and delivery of products and services.”(The Automation
Federation, 1995-2013).
Automation in aviation in the general aviation industry and in particular,
aircraft maintenance involves numerous operations and mechanization including those
related to paperwork such as; writing shop order finding, job control and
unserviceable tag. In addition, repairing or testing an aircraft components can be
achievable without direct human control in activities that normally depend on
traditional procedures.
2.5.2 THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTOMATION AND COMPUTERIZATION
IN AVIATION MAINTENANCE
In this day and age, automation and technology has made our everyday life
easier and convenient; computer technology has brought a dramatic change to our
daily life. In aviation maintenance, the use of field computers can assist technicians to
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ease much of their work much easier by computerizing work environment and used
systems.
Technicians today are able to test nearly every systems on the aircraft without
even leaving the cockpit. However, the aircracft technicians who work to repair and
maintain mechanical and electrical systems within an aircraft’s power plant (engines,
hydraulics, fuels, pneumatic systems) and airframe need to posses requisite
knowledge and skills to enable them work in such a big industry like aviation
maintenance industry.
The concept of automation illustrates mаchinery-driven processes of production in
which humаn intervention is intentionаlly minimized to ensure predictаble аnd
stаndаrdized outcomes. Automаtion cаn refer to linkаges between different mаchine
devices (robot mаchine tools) to produce а continuous intervention-free flow of
production, to аutomаtic control over production, or to the full computerizаtion of
production.
Historicаlly, аutomаtion hаs been аssociаted with аssembly-line production
аnd Tаylorism but the economies of scаleis not a guaranteed advantage as well as
mаss production connected to Fordism (see post-Fordism). The post-Fordist erа of
cаpitаlism is chаrаcterized by а refinement of аutomаted processes in the аreа of
аssembly-line аnd off-line аssembly production. Automаtion cаn be pаrt of the
integrаtion, viа the computerizаtion of the totаl production chаin, thаt аlso reаches
into аreаs of distribution. As а result of the historicаl development of the аutomobile
industry, аnd lаter of а broаd rаnge of consumer goods industries, аutomаtion is
mаinly аssociаted with mаnufаcturing, but in the service sector of the economy it cаn
аlso be observed in the form of technologies аnd ideologies thаt аre deployed to
minimize humаn intervention.
Automаtion is а key phenomenon in industriаl sociology becаuse it not only
аffects relаtions between workers аnd their production tools, аnd thus the intrinsic
meаning of humаn work, but аlso influences sociаl relаtions in work orgаnizаtions
аnd thus pаrticipаtion in the production process. Automаtion hаs had been аn
empiricаl referent in sociologicаl theory with respect to such prominent themes аs
аlienаtion, deskilling, аnd the lаbor process.
Similar to most common technological innovations, automation contains both
merits and demerits. Automation is capable of enhancing the repeatabilityof a task
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(refiningquality), minimize the level of required expertise (depressingcosts), and
eliminate persons from areas that are not safe for their health (improvingsecurity).
In а recent report on fаtаlities in аviаtion аccidents, loss of control in flight wаs
found to explаin 65% of аll аccidents. In а number of historicаl cаses, loss of control
hаs been аttributed in pаrt to pilot “out-of-the-loop” performаnce problems аnd loss of
situаtion аwаreness due to high-level cockpit аutomаtion. For exаmple, regаrding the
Americаn Airlines Flight 965 incident in Cаli, Colombiа, Endsley аnd Strаuch (1997)
reported thаt feаtures of the аutomаted аircrаft flight mаnаgement system (FMS)
contributed to pilot error. Specificаlly, pilots were not аwаre thаt deletion of
wаypoints from а pre-progrаmmed flight pаth using а multicontrol displаy unit
interfаce cаused verticаl pаth controls to be disаbled. This ultimаtely contributed to
the crаsh.
In generаl, when а pilot must replаn а route becаuse of either non-nominаl
(e.g., runwаy closure or chаnge, weаther disturbаnce) or emergency (e.g., cаrgo fire,
medicаl emergency, etc.) circumstаnces, there аre required functions, including
systems monitoring, generаting decision аlternаtives, аnd selecting аnd implementing
options. The functions аctuаlly performed by the pilot depend on the level of аircrаft
аutomаtion. Levels of аutomаtion in humаn-in-the-loop systems define function
аllocаtion schemes for the humаn аnd mаchine.
Pilots using low-level cockpit аutomаtion mаy need to perform route selection
or implementаtion functions аs compаred to using high-level аutomаtion, where they
mаy need to perform only route generаtion аnd monitoring functions. In generаl,
lower level аutomаtion mаy increаse pilot workloаd, but high-level аutomаtion mаy
result in а loss of pilot аwаreness of the stаtes of the аircrаft or аirspаce, pаrticulаrly
during low workloаd phаses of flight. A loss of pilot situаtion аwаreness in replаnning
cаn leаd to errors аnd performаnce problems.
In а reroute scenаrio; the flight pаth of аn аircrаft is typicаlly extended
necessitating pilots to effectively monitor the changes in аircrаft position. The
monitoring of changes by pilots helps to prevent flight into terrаin and ensure
adequate fuel intake to bring out satisfactory levels for the aircraft prior to lаnding аnd
monitor weаther conditions to prevent dаmаge to the vehicle. A loss of situаtion
аwаreness in а reroute situаtion due to the occurrence of non-nominаl or emergency
conditions cаn аlso increаse pilot workloаd. Thisn is because of the need for aviators
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to reorient swiftly to reach the stаte of the аutomаtion аnd then to begin to process
informаtion.
Previous reseаrch hаs investigаted the effect of vаrious forms of cockpit
аutomаtion on pilot performаnce аnd workloаd in replаnning scenаrios. The use of
high-level аutomаtion for flight pаth control (e.g., the FMS) hаs been found to support
superior piloting performаnce in аdvаnce of criticаl events, such аs аn аpproаch
revision. However, the use of low-level аutomаtion, engаging pilots to а greаter
extent in аircrаft control loops, hаs been found to support superior pilot situаtion
аwаreness аnd performаnce in deаling with аn event, like аn аpproаch revision.
Relаted to this, Chen аnd Pritchett (2001) investigаted the effect of different levels of
аutomаtion on generаting аnd predicting а detаiled trаjectory to the runwаy threshold
in а simulаted emergency situаtion.
Under the highest level of аutomаtion, pilots exhibited аutomаtion biаs (i.e.,
tending to follow the аutomаticаlly generаted trаjectory becаuse of high workloаd аnd
time pressure), even when the tool generаted erroneous trаjectories (Chen & Pritchett,
2001). Similаrly, Wright et аl. (2003) observed thаt pilots using high-level аutomаtion
plаced less emphаsis on the аccurаcy of flight plаnning in аdvаnce of criticаl events
аnd greаter reliаnce on dаtа stored in the FMS аnd the аutomаtion cаpаbility. In а
relаted study, Kаber et аl. (2009) reported thаt when pilots used high-level cockpit
аutomаton (the FMS) in аdvаnce of receiving а cleаrаnce for аn аlternаte runwаy in а
simulаtor-bаsed lаnding scenаrio, they were more likely to forget criticаl procedures
(e.g., bаckcourse for opposing instrument lаnding system runwаys) аnd to mаke errors
in flight pаth control, аs compаred with when they used low-level аutomаtion.
However, Kаber et аl. (2009) аlso found thаt the use of high-level аutomаtion
led to significаntly lower objective аnd subjective pilot workloаd responses. Still
other studies hаve demonstrаted the sаme workloаd аdvаntаge of high-level (FMSbаsed) cockpit аutomаtion in simulаted criticаl event (flight replаnning) scenаrios. It
is importаnt to note here thаt, in some investigаtions of the effects of levels of cockpit
аutomаtion on pilot performаnce, higher levels of аutomаtion hаve аlso provided
pilots with less complex аnd more usаble interfаces аs compаred with modes of lowlevel аutomаtion, which mаy аlso contribute to reduced workloаd experiences.
Consequently, the design of contemporаry аdvаnced аircrаft аutomаtion hаs
been focused on the opportunity for reducing pilot workloаd but, аt the sаme time,
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аttempting to prevent the potentiаl for loss of situаtion аwаreness in high-workloаd
phаses of flight, including аirport аpproаch аnd lаnding. Continuous descent аpproаch
(CDA) tools provide pilots with the capability to define аn аirport аrrivаl аt аn
increаsed distаnce from touchdown without the typicаl requirement of аltitude “stepdowns” аnd with the use of low continuous power throughout the descent.
Coppenbаrger et аl. (2007) investigаted the Tаilored Arrivаl (TA) concept for
enаbling continuous descents under constrаined аirspаce conditions with а dаtаlink
(DL)-enаbled CDA. Continuous descent аrrivаls аre “tаilored” in the sense thаt the
аrrivаl is constructed for the pilot to tаke into аccount аir trаffic control (ATC)
constrаints, such аs trаffic pаtterns, аirspаce restrictions, аnd minimum аltitudes, аs
well аs the performаnce of the specific аircrаft type. A cleаrаnce for а TA cаn be
given well in аdvаnce of the point аt which аn аircrаft begins its descent becаuse
routes аre predetermined аnd hаve been coordinаted аcross ATC fаcilities.
From the pilot's perspective, the TA meаns fаr fewer flight tаsks аnd аctions аt
cockpit interfаces. It аlso аllows for more time to deаl with аny off-nominаl events
thаt might develop. Beyond this, TA cleаrаnces аre generаlly given by DL (electronic
commutаtion between а control center аnd the аircrаft) to further reduce flight crew
аnd ATC workloаd. (Although pilot performаnce effects of linkаges of DL to the
FMS of аn аircrаft аre аlso importаnt to understаnd in such scenаrios, the focus of the
present work wаs on аssessment of the impаct of vаrious forms of cockpit аutomаtion
for route replаnning аnd not for conveying informаtion from ATC or а CDA-like tool
to the FMS.) In generаl, the TA scenаrio requires а high-level of аircrаft аnd ATC
аutomаtion for effective performаnce.
Very recently, Dаo et аl. (2010) investigаted the effects of аutomаted spаcing
tools during а CDA on pilot performаnce, including аltitude, speed, аnd time-in-trаil.
However, no previous studies hаve empiricаlly аssessed the impаct of CDA tool use
on both pilot workloаd аnd performаnce (bаsed on flight situаtion аwаreness) in
compаrison with conventionаl forms of cockpit аutomаtion, including the FMS. It is
importаnt to note thаt other prior investigаtions in the driving аnd militаry domаins
hаve used аnd evаluаted meаsures of operаtor performаnce аs а bаsis for nonintrusiveness cаpture аnd аnаlysis of situаtion аwаreness.
The objective of this study wаs to compаre the effects of vаrious types аnd
levels of cockpit аutomаtion for flight plаnning, including а CDA tool, on pilot
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workloаd, time-to-tаsk completion (TTC), аnd decision mаking in а next-generаtion
(NextGen)-style TA thаt followed the CDA model. NextGen is the Federаl Aviаtion
Administrаtion (FAA) аnd Nаtionаl Aeronаutics аnd Spаce Administrаtion (NASA)
аcronym for referring to technologies аnd procedures to be developed аs pаrt of the
Next Generаtion Air Trаnsportаtion System with аn implementаtion timeline
extending аpproximаtely to the yeаr 2020.

2.6

USINGADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY

2.6.1

SMART Z-TECH. MANUALPROJECT
Most aircraft manufacturers either have or are developing electronic versions

of theirmaintenancemanuals. In this case, rather than searching through paper pages in
amanual, a technician can seek the informationhe needs with a tape or disc and
acomputer or video monitor.
"Some sort of artificial intelligence is incorporated in someof these systems so
that by use of a few key words, the information system willautomatically display the
relevant parts of the maintenance manual that may beneeded by the technician for a
particular maintenance assignment" (Civil Aviation Authority, 2002).
It's all about implementing and designing a Step by step assembly instructions
interactive electronic version of technical manual which the researcher called (Smart
Z-tech. manual) where aviation technicians need such instructions, photos and
diagrams that could quickly help them to assemble components or to locate
component’s parts to its precise location by using such a technique without flipping
any single sheet of manual papers and with a minor chance to commit a single human
error or a mistake which leads in the end to improve aviation safety as a planned goal
here in this study.
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Figure 2-17: An old IPC (illustrated parts catalog) microfilm cartridge machine used as a reference in
Saudia Arabian Airlines maintenance department long time ago to extract information from
maintenance manual. (Source: Sv technical services)

Figure 2.18: Microforms are containing micro reproductions of documents for storage, reading, and
printing. (Source: Sv technical services)

The following are a copy pages in an electronic version of a component
maintenance manual (Assembly section) for a particular component that are normally
technicians need to assemble the unit:
1- Assembly procedures page:
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Figure 2.19 Assembly page of Manual
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2- ComponentIPC (Ilustrated Parts Catalog) page (come in one page or multi pages)
to show all parts of unit in an exploded view:

Figure 2.20: IPC page of Manual
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3- Component IPL (Ilustrated Parts List) page (come in one page or multi pages) to
show all part-numbers of unit in an a list:

Figure 2.21: IPL page of Manual
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With my idea of Smart Z-tech. manual technician will find all previous pages in only
one page with each step of assembling the component and to locate its parts to their
precise locations without flipping any single sheet of manual papers.

Figure 2.22; Imaginary image of the Smart Z-tech. manual #1

Step #2 where a warning for specific step has been added to the manual

Figure 2.23: Imaginary image of the Smart Z-tech. manual #2
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2.6.2

DIGITALSCALETOOLBOX
The digital scale tool box is all about the technician's tool kit that specifically

designed for a technician who works in the aviation field beside the airplanes, and it's
normally a valuable and expensive tool box, that used for a critical job in such a field
but actually, it's not smart enough to tell the technician that a disaster could be
avoided if you listened to my warning! ... It's a smart tool box that equipped with a
digital devise, which will help doing its certain intended job.
The need for such a smart toolbox resulted from the fact that aviation
maintenance technicians have their personal tools inside each tool box, as they are
really need to check the content of their toolboxes after finishing a maintenance task.
As they required checking again at the end of the day (double check) in order to be
sure of not being responsible for any of the famous foreign object damages that could
be resulted or caused by a tool that they forgot in any part or section of the airplane.
Actually the idea simply begins when technician opens the tool box and picks
some of the needed tools as per as his task requirements. Then after finishing the task
he returns the tool back to its place inside the tool box. In this moment a digital scale
which already recorded the first tool weight before using will also record the new
weight after using the tools, and if there is a difference in the two recorded weight
amounts a warning device will activate the alarm with precaution note appear on the
comprised digital screen on the top of the tool box. As you all know a thing like that
could help avoiding possible human error and sometime could avoid a disaster to
aircraft and to its passengers.
(The registered innovation number in King Abdulaziz and his men of talent
and creativity is 17541 under theresearcher's name Ziad Yosof Kazem).

Figure2.23: Imaginary drawing for the smart too box
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2.7

CHAPTER SUMMARY
Chapter two was a full of information chapter; it was the largest section of the

thesis. This chapter reviews the literature and theories related to the main topic of the
study. It acts as a base for the analytical section of the study.
The topic and the main subject of the chapter are analyzing human errors. We
started the chapter with an introduction to aviation accidents and incidents that caused
by human errors, starting with worldwide mentioning some of the most famous
accidents and incidents happened all over the world; and then we mentioned the ones
happened in Saudi Arabia where this research take place.
With topic what are human errors, we defined the meaning of word human
error. Then we mentioned the types of these human errors and stated the most
important twelve types under the name of dirty dozen. Under the topic of the context
of human errors, we discussed that categorization of the context of human erroris the
main objective of this research.
Afterward, we mentioned the numerous causal factors behind any single
aviation accident. These causal factors togetherin most cases are called anerror chain.
Human errors taxonomies can be used to represent and quantify underlying
causal factors and to pay attention to the causal factors appear quantitatively
significant.
Under the topic The Human Factors Analysis and Classification System, we
discussed the meaning of the following:
Unsafe act which is the unsafeacts of aircrewcan be loosely classified into the
two categories errors andviolations.
In Error,the researcher talked about types of errors such as skill-bаsed errors,
and decision errors, and some examples on that.
Violation which represent а willful disregard for the rules аnd regulаtions thаt
govern sаfe flight, and we mentioned the two types of violations the routine
violаtions, and exceptional violаtions that аppeаr аs isolated departures from
authority, and we had examples on that.
After mentioning all those types of errors, divinations, and their relation to
human factors, we discussed the role of management of both social and physical
environment and their relation to human errors, especially in aircraft maintenance.
Starting with the impact of physical Environment on Knowledge Worker
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Performance, and explaining the meaning of organizational Culture and structure and
how to manage this organization culture by rewarding, the employees. Then we
mentioned one of the most important subjects in the research which are motivation,
and the relation between employees and management regarding motivation.
Team work importance was one of the topics under the previous main topic.
Under the topic corrective and preventive actions we discussed the difference between
the two types of actions and the ergonomics and Systems Design Perspective.
Errors аre often cаused by some underlying physiologicаl condition of the
аircrew such аs hypoxiа, dehydrаtion, fаtigue, or spаtiаl disorientаtion. These
conditions, in turn, аre often due to illness, jet lаg, self-medicаtion, аlcohol, smoking,
аnd so on. Under the аero medicаl topic we discussed all these perpectives, finally we
talked about the skeletal and Muscular Structure, Biomechanics, and some important
statistics which showing some of industrial injury report records obtained from Saudia
Airlines medical services in Jeddah airport, technical services building shows causes
of injury and caused by for Saudia airlines employees at aircraft maintenance, and An
incidents reports at aircraft maintenance hangar of Saudia Airlines in (KAIA) King
Abdulaziz International Airport. All mentioned titles were to assure the main purpose
of the quantitative study which to explore the postulation that human factors
regulation will reduce maintenance-related accidents by evaluating changes in
accident rates.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

INTRODUCTION TO USED METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the descriptive study approach will be used to collect the

required data and it was to explore the postulation that human factors regulation will
reduce maintenance-related accidents by evaluating changes in accident rates at most
of the world countries including U.S. and Europe countries then to find new solutions
to improve aviation safety by analyzing human factors in aviation maintenance.
The research design method used for this research is a self-report descriptive.
Survey results of the study were the main source of data collection, in addition
to the source of researches from FAA, and Boing organizations; actually, it was a
combination of data sources.
The research was designed to investigate the problem of aviation maintenancerelated accidents in the presence and absence of human factors regulations for
maintenance organizations.
The effect of the JAR 145 results is a directivethat was issued first in 1991
which gives a detailed report on the necessitiesto be met by a preservation
organization that wishes to repair or maintain an aircraft, its components or even an
equipment used in commercial air transportation, was explored by comparing the
frequency of maintenance-related accidents around the world. The research plan was
based on the example of previous analysis of accident records.
The thesis study used quantitative method most of the time to categorize
commercial aircraft accident reports as maintenance-related or non-maintenancerelated and compare the frequency of maintenance-related accidents during specified
periods.
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A single instrument, the Boeing MEDA, was used to define the maintenancerelated accident and develop accident frequencies for specific periods with graphical
Analysis.

The research methodology was used to answer the questions for the study
inclusive of
How human factors affect aviation safety?
How important is research to the aviation industry?
Do people in general and aircraft maintenance employees in particular are
aware of the meaning of human factors and aware of their importance in
aviation safety?
Is the management of aircraft maintenance are aware of every day's challenges
that airplane’s technician face? What role does motivation play, its impact on
the mental state of technicians and its effects on general aviation safety?
Is modern technology and innovative ideas able to improve aviation safety?
Research choices
The research choices involve the processes and procedures including the
general assumptions regarding methods of collection, data analysis, and interpretation.
There are three choices available including; quantitative methods, qualitative
methods, and mixed research method. The study employs quantitative research
approach most of the time through hypothesis tests evaluating the various variables,
but qualitative method also used; therefore the mixed research method is the right
choice in this study.
Time horizon
The time horizing for the research forms the basis of the methodology and
they include; cross-sectional and longitudinal time horizons. The study uses crosssectional time horizon since it allows for the investigation of data over meticulous
time. The choice of cross-sectional time horizon is due to the limited time available
for the research.
3.2
RESEARCH DESIGN, DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES AND
SAMPLING
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The mixed method research design of a collection of samples of worldwide
accident reports. Comparative analysis of the maintenance-related accident frequency
in each sample from AAIB accident records during the implementation period of the
JAR 145 regulation. Within each sample, each report was analyzed using the Boeing
MEDA as criteria in a criteria-directed content analysis" (Fogarty, 2004, pp. 73).
The content analysis classified each report as either maintenance related or
non-maintenance related. The classification was used to determine maintenancerelated and non-maintenance related accident frequency for each sample.
In selecting a method to address the research questions, qualitative methods
have been avoided because the research purpose requires a method for quantifying
and comparing the performance of aviation maintenance institutions with and without
human factors regulations (Franco, 2008, pp. 20). Unable to recreate the events
recorded in accident reports, experimental research was rejected for the ex post facto
design.
Trochim and Donnelly (2008) stated that an ex post facto analysis, in addition
to other features, held a distinct advantage in its unobtrusiveness and its consequent
removal of the researcher from the actual events. The ex post facto design of the study
limited the effect of the researcher's presence on the subjects as well as the subject's
bias in the reporting of the event, thereby adding to the credibility of the research
(Dobrev, 2003, pp.264). While the thesis research contains some hallmarks of more
experimental methods, records of events that have already transpired were relied upon
primarily. The implementation of new regulation and the accidents are reviewed as
archival information, and no attempt was made to establish experimental treatment
and control groups.
Survey Instrument
The extensive use of survey instrument has been essential in gathering data
from employees when faced with cost and time constraints. The survey involved
measurements to describe; commitment of maintenance staff, organization’s safety
culture, staff error characteristics, and employee attitude towards violations. The
survey explored demographic data including; staff position, and employee experience
with Saudi Airlines and with other airlines. The reliability of each scale was measured
by use of Cronbach’s alpha; an internal consistency estimate of reliability. The use of
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Cronbach’s alpha illustrates the extent of relation of the variables to the latent
construct.
The organization’s safety culture was measured using (Gibbons et al 2006)
model, CASS with the survey questions addressed on a Likert Scale ranging from one
to seven. The variables used in measuring the sfatey culture of the organization
includes; operational personnel, organizational commitment, formal safety system,
and informal safety system. In addition, the OCQ model of survey developed by
(Porter et al 1974) was used to measure the commitment of employees towards the
airline. The attitudes and errors of maintenance employees and pilots are measured by
the error scale questionnaire developed by (Fogarty 2004).
Study Variables
The independent and dependent variables used in the study measured; The
independent variables (IVs) used in the study to measure the dependent variables
(DV) which is the safety culture of the organization in general includes; operational
personnel, organizational commitment, formal safety system.
The dependent variables measured; employees’ commitment, culture of safety
within the organization, through the independent variables (IVs) such as studying the
attitudes of employees to measure their understanding of the meaning of human
factors and human errors, the importance of the need for training courses regarding
this subject, in addition to the role of leadership and management in employee
motivation, innovative ideas and modern technology measuring and studying.
The study’s exogenous variable being organization’s safety culture influenced;
employee error characteristics, employee’s commitment towards the airline, and
employee attitude. Extra clarifications to the analysis were provided by demographic
variables such as; employee maintenance and flying experience and crew position.
Procedure
The study commenced after the approval from the management consenting to
the collection of data. Participation was voluntary and a cover letter describing the
study’s objective and respondents’ confidentiality ascertained. The distribution
methods used to maximize the number respondents for the questionnaire included; use
of emails and mailboxes. In addition, semi-structured interviews included direct and
telephone interviews were conducted before conducting the interviews.
Statistical Analysis
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The statistical analysis adopted for this particular research study is inclusive
of; descriptive statistics and test of hypothesis.
Descriptive Statistics
The use of frequency tables for the control variables allowed for the
description of the number and percentage of employee respondents working for the
Saudi Arabian Airlines. The analysis of data was for the purpose of multi-collinearity
where a higher correlation of variables was indicated by correlation value of 0.85
(Schumacker & Lomax 2010).
Structural equation modeling
The structural equation modeling is used to determining the extent by which
the sample data supports the hypothesized model. The structural equation modeling
ascertains the imoacts and associations between variables in the study’s proposed
model. The development of a composite model is fouded on factor score of each
construct to ascertain the association between organizational culture, employee
commitment, attitude, and employee error characteristics.
Quality of Research Methodology "Validity"
The three categories of research design including; experimental, field and
observational research differ based on two validity characteristics. The two validity
characteristics include; internal and external validity. Internal validity is described as
the factor imoacting the specific theory being studied and is apprehensiveof the
reliability of the study. Conversely, the external validity of the research methodology
consists of the environment within which the study is undertaken.
3.3

TECHNIQUES OF DATA ANALYSIS
The surveys and collected tons of data are useless if you don’t know how to

analyze it correctly and effectively. Frequency distribution is a basic quantitative data
analysis tool in Microsoft Excel program which allows you to get a big picture of the
collected data, and from the frequency distribution, we will be able to see how
frequently the specific values are observed in addition to their percentages.
The data gathering device used in this study was a researcher survey.
The survey included many questions relates to subject title of the research to
determine the important of the study by asking questions like if the person is aware of
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the meaning of the term Human Factors, what is the importance of knowing the term
and if he already took a training course to learn about it.
Then the researcher tried to focus on the most common causes of aviation
accidents and the most likely reasons for human factors and errors in aviation
maintenance in the person opinion.
The researcher will depend in the conclusions and recommendations on the
information based on survey data.
SAMPLING
The population used in the study comprised of personnel from all different
levels of Saudi Arabian airlines employees including; airplane technicians (certified
airframe & power plant mechanics), supervisors, managers, and fleet managers. The
study should require permission to process the survey.
The sample size for the entire population was 120, which were close to the
required by the structural equation model in minimization of bias (Boomsma &
Hoogland 2001).
The survey population (120) is all located in Jeddahcommercial airport which
is the major maintenance base and technical services department.
Table 4.1:
Boing 1994 to 1995 Tested with MEDA with nine maintenance organizations, the main types,
causes and results of errors (Boeing, 1996) embedded from (MANAGING HUMAN FACTORS
IN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE, 2005)

Table 4.2
UK Maintenance Error (MEMS-MEDA) data, (embedded from
MANAGING HUMAN FACTORS IN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE, 2005)
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3.4

CHAPTER SUMMARY
Chapter three describe the used methodology in the study as a mixed method,

quantitative study in order to explore the hypothesis of reducing maintenance-related
accidents by analyzing human factors and human errors and qualitative method.
Describing research design, data collection procedures and sampling used in
this study is very important in order to explore and clarify the postulation of the
human factors regulations in aviation maintenance.
The technique of data and survey analysis used in the study is the frequency
distribution technique as it's a simple data analysis technique in Microsoft Excel
program.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

ANALYZING THE SURVEY QUESTIONS
The survey "Maintenance Human Factors survey" answered the questions

been asked in this study under the title (research questions) where the researcher tried
to provide improvement solutions and to introduce new and modern ways of
applications that can bridge certain aviation maintenance gaps of the study. These are
the analyzed survey collected data by using Microsoft excel program:

Are you aware of meaning of Human Factors
(HF) thus the important of study ?
Answers
Yes

No

11%

89%

4.1.1

FIRST SURVEY QUESTION
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Figure 4.1 First survey question: Are you aware of meaning of Human Factors?

Pie chart used here to display the contribution of each value to total, and to
add values together.
Then percentage layout used to show percentage of each section value.
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4.1.2 SECOND SURVEY QUESTION

Are you aware of the importance of Human
Factors(HF) in Aviation maintenance?
And how it affects safety?
…
Yes

No

18%
82%

Figure 4-2: Second survey question: Are you aware of the importance of Human Factors in aviation
maintnance? And how it affects safety

Pie chart also used here to display the contribution of each value to total, and to add
values together, and percentage layout to show percentage of each section value too.
4.1.3 THIRD SURVEY QUESTION

Are there a H.F training programs in your
organization?
Answers
Yes

No

24%
76%

Figure 4-3: Third survey question: Are there training programs in your organization? Same

thing

again Pie chart used to display the contribution of each value to total, and to add
values together, and percentage layout to show percentage of each section value.
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If Yes, do you think is/was helpful?
Answers
Yes

No

14%
86%

4.1.4

FORTH SURVEY QUESTION
Figure 4-4: Forth survey question: Do you think is/was helpful?

Pie chart and percentage layout for this question too.
4.1.5

FIFTH SURVEY QUESTION

If No, do you believe you need one?
Answers
Yes

No

23%
77%

Figure 4-5: Fifth survey question: Do you believe you need one?

Pie chart and percentage layout for the fifth question too.
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4.1.6

SIXTH SURVEY QUESTION

In your openion, which of the following is the most common cause of aviation
accidents related to maintenance?
16
14
Incorrect assembly of A/C
Part

12
10

Lost/Forgoton tool or forein
object inside A/C engine os
Sys.

8

System operated unsafely
during maintenance

4

6

2
0

Figure 4-6: Sixth survey question: In your opinion, which of the following is the most common cause
of aviation accidents related to maintenance?

Clustered column chart used here in this question to compare values across
categories by using vertical rectangleswhere it uses when the order of categories is not
important for displaying its content.
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4.1.7 SEVENTH SURVEY QUESTION

What are the most likely reasons for the
Human Errors in aviation maintenance?
Norms
Assertivness
Complacency
Distraction
Stress
Pressure
Lack of Resources
Lack of Knowledge
Lack of Communicatin
Lack of Awarness
Lack of Teamwork
Fatigue
14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0

Figure 4-7: Seventh survey question: What are the most likely reasons for the Human Errors
in aviation maintenance?

Clustered bar chart used here in this question to compare values across
categories by using horizontalrectangles where it uses when the order of categories
represent duration to be displayed.
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4.1.8

EIGHTH SURVEY QUESTION

Smart Z manual helps in assembling
procedures without committing Human
Errors
S agree

Agree
7%

Neutral
2%
3%

D agree

S D agree

27%
61%

Figure 4-8: Eighth survey question: Smart Z manual helps in assembling
procedures without committing Human Errors.

Pie chart and percentage layout for this question too.
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4.1.9

NINTH SURVEY QUESTION

Digi tool box could prevent
lost/forgotten tool inside aircraft engine
or system
S agree

Agree

Neutral

D agree

S D agree

2% 0%
13%
27%

58%

Figure 4-9: Ninth survey question: Digital tool box could prevent
lost/forgotten tool inside aircraft engine or system

.
Pie chart and percentage layout for this question too.
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4.1.10 TENTTH SURVEY QUESTION

Modern technology and innovative ideas
are able to improve aviation safety.
S agree

Agree

Neutral

D agree

S D agree

2% 0%
6%
49%
43%

Figure 4-10: Tenth survey question: Modern technology and innovative ideas
are able to improve aviation safety.

Pie chart and percentage layout for this question too.
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4.1.11 ELEVENTH SURVEY QUESTION

Management of aircraft maintenance in
your organization motivates employees.
S agree

Agree

15%

Neutral

D agree

S D agree

12%
23%

29%

21%

Figure 4-11 Eleventh survey question: Management of aircraft maintenance in
your organization motivates employees.

Pie chart and percentage layout for this question too.
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4.1.12 TWELFTH SURVEY QUESTION

Motivated employees are more
productive than unmotivated employees.
S agree

Agree

Neutral

D agree

S D agree

%
0%0
4%
31%

65%

Figure 4-12: Twelve survey question: Motivated employees are more productive
than unmotivated employees.

Pie chart and percentage layout used for this question too.
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4.2

Results
All survey questions used on the study survey were developed by the

researcher.
The survey questions include independent and dependent variables used in the
study such as employees’ assurance, organization safety culture, attitudes of
employees, and their error characteristics as follows:
On the first survey question: Are you aware of meaning of Human Factors
thus the important of study, the pie chart used to display the contribution of each
value to total, and to add values together as a result the most (89%) of answers are
aware of meaning of Human Factors.
This question aimed to build an understanding of the HF and the importance
of the subject on aviation safety.
On the second survey question: Are you aware of the importance of Human
Factors in aviation maintenance and how it affects safety, the pie chart also used here
to display the contribution of each value to total, and to add values together, and
percentage layout to show percentage of each section value too.The result was the
most (82%) are aware of the importance of Human Factors in aviation maintenance.
This question aimed to make people in general and airplane technicians in
particular are aware of the meaning of human factors and aware of its importance on
aviation safety.
On third survey question: Are there training programs in your organization
whre the same thing again Pie chart used to display the contribution of each value to
total, and to add values together, and percentage layout to show percentage of each
section value.Forth survey question: Do you think is/was helpful? Fifth survey
question: Do you believe you need one?
The answers as a results were as followes:
There are training programs needed (77%) as a result of the answers and it
offered in the organization (76%) and it’s useful and helpful programs (86%).
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This question aimed to insure the presence of HF training programs to prevent
harmful effects on aviation safety.
Sixth survey question: In your opinion, which of the following is the most
common cause of aviation accidents related to maintenance?
Clustered column chart used here in this question to compare values across
categories by using vertical rectangles where it uses when the order of categories is
not important for displaying its content. As a result to this question the most common
cause of aviation accidents related to maintenance is unsafely system operation.
On the seventh survey question: What are the most likely reasons for the
Human Errors in aviation maintenance which used Clustered bar chart to compare
values across categories by using horizontal rectangles where it uses when the order
of categories represent duration to be displayed. As a result themost likely reason for
the Human Errors in aviation maintenance is stress.The result of trhe study depicted
the most common cause of aviation accidents associated with maintenance is the use
of unsafe system operation, and the most likely reasons for the Human Factor Errors
in aviation maintenance is caused by stress.
Eighth survey question was about modern innovative teqniq: Smart Z manual
helps in assembling procedures without committing Human Errors. Pie chart and
percentage layout for this question too.
Smart Z manual helps in assembling procedures without committing Human
Errors. (61% Strongly Agree, 27% Agree).
Ninth survey question also about second modern technology suggested in this
study: Digital tool box could prevent lost/forgotten tool inside aircraft engine or
system
Digital tool box could prevent lost/forgotten tool inside aircraft engine or
system (58% strongly agree, 27% Agree).
On the tenth survey question: Modern technology and innovative ideas are
able to improve aviation safety.
As a result modern technology and innovative ideas are able to improve
aviation safety (49% strongly Agree, 43% Agree).
On last three questions they aimed to provide improved solutions and to
introduce modern ways of creative applications that can bridge certain aviation
maintenance gaps in order to reduce related accidents.
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On eleventh survey question: Management of aircraft maintenance in your
organization motivates employees where pie chart and percentage layout for this
question too management of aircraft maintenance in the organization motivates
employees (15% Strongly Disagree, 29% Disagree).
On the twelve survey question: Motivated employees are more productive than
unmotivated employees.
As a result motivated employees are more productive than unmotivated
employees. (65% Strongly Agree, 31% Agree).
On last two questions the researcher ment to draw attention of the
management of aircraft maintenance to be aware of the importance of motivation on
aircraft technicians and its effects on general aviation safety as one of study
objectives.
The study reports that the management of aircraft maintenance in an
organization does not lead to increased motivation within the workforce. Also, it is
noted that a motivated workforce is more productive than the unmotivated workforce.

All related hypothesis of the collected data have accepted and no rejected ones
so far.
It’s recognized darta and dependable from authorized agencies.
4.3

CHAPTER SUMMARY
Chapter four is kind of short chapter comparing to chapters one and two. It

contained and focused on automation term and advanced technology which can be a
future need and solutions for the problem of human error in aviation by providing
innovative and creative ideas we thought about while ago.
We started the chapter with the main topic the Benefits of Automation and
Using Advanced Technology and underneath the sub topic the definition of
Automation where we tried to define the meaning of the word automation as a famous
new term has been used a lot in industry and technology.
Next sub topic is also related to the first sub topic the Importance of
Automation and Computerization in aviation maintenance, where we discussed the
concept thatindicates mаchinery-driven processes of production in which humаn
intervention is intentionаlly minimized to ensure predictаble аnd stаndаrdized
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outcomesto produce а continuous intervention-free flow of production, to аutomаtic
control over production, or to the full computerizаtion of production.
Finally, we explained and clarified our own ideas of using technology in the
aviation technical environment. First idea is smart Z-tech. manual project where it
could help to assemble aircraft components or locating component’s parts to its
location without flipping any single sheet of manual papers and with a minor chance
to commit a human error.
The second idea represented in this study was digital scale tool box.
Different charts used to analyze data as required.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

CONCLUSION

5.1.1

RESEARCHCONCLUSION
The impact of human errors in aviation maintenance quality, safety and

equipmentreliability is a huge issue. However we started to improve and develop a better
understanding of what causes error in a field like aviation maintenance, and to develop
new creative techniques and tools in order to avoid or minimize the heavy penalty of this
error. The researcher attempted to clarifysome of the latest research findings, and
provided innovative ideas that could be useful in addressing maintenance errors within
aviation organizations worldwide like the interactive electronic version of technical
manual which the researcher called (Smart Z-tech. manual) which the researcher
discussed on chapter four, and The digital scale tool box which is a tool box that
specifically designed for a technician who works in the aviation critical fields beside the
airplanes and engines.

5.1.2

ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The researcher pointed to the research objectives in order to help identifying

the research variables, defining the focus of the study, indicating involved issues and
establishing the study limitation.
As a general achieved objectives of the study is trying to improve aviation
safety by studying, managing and analyzing human factors in aviation maintenance or
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technical services field by exploring reasons and regulations which have been
involved all aircraft personnel who are maintaining commercial aircraft to have a deep
understanding of the role that human factors play in the safety of the airlines,
maintenance, and overhaul industryin orderto provide improved solutions by
introducing new and modern ways of applications that can bridge certain aviation
maintenance gaps.
All related hypothesis should be accepted since it's from recognized and
dependable authorized agencies as mentioned in the study and no rejected ones so far.

5.2

FUTURE WORK: RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.2.1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Today, аutomаtion is more important thаn ever аs compаnies strive to fine-

tune their processes аnd cаpture revenue аnd loyаlty from consumers. This chаpter
will breаk down the mаjor cаtegories of hаrdwаre аnd softwаre thаt drive industriаl
аutomаtion; define the vаrious lаyers of аutomаtion; detаil how to plаn, implement,
integrаte, аnd mаintаin а system; аnd look аt whаt technologies аnd prаctices impаct
mаnufаcturers.
Unplаnned downtime need not cost compаnies millions of dollаrs eаch yeаr.
The technology exists todаy to cost-effectively embrаce а proаctive strаtegy of
predictive mаintenаnce аnd аsset optimizаtion. Progressive compаnies reаlize thаt
cаpturing, аnаlyzing, аnd effectively using mаchine condition informаtion provides
them with а strаtegic аnd competitive аdvаntаge, аllowing them to mаximize return
on investment аnd mаking optimаl mаintenаnce а reаlity.
Mаximizing profits аnd minimizing loss cаn be аchieved by а number of
methods, but there's one thаt most wouldn't expect—plаnt floor sаfety. Sаfety is,
аbove аll, аbout protecting personnel. Todаy's mаnufаcturers, for the most pаrt, view
sаfety аs аn investment with а positive return in the sense thаt а sаfer workplаce
boosts employee morаle; mаchine аnd process operаtors feel more comfortаble with
the equipment аnd аre аwаre of the compаny's commitment to their sаfety. The result
is increаsed productivity аnd sаvings аttributed to а decreаse in lost-time аccidents,
medicаl expenses, аnd possible litigаtion.
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It took some time before mаnufаcturers reаlized thаt sаfety meаsures weren't а
hindrаnce to productivity аnd thаt sаfety wаs truly аn investment with positive return.
The аcceptаnce of sаfety аs а good business prаctice is evident аs the number of
workplаce injuries continues to fаll eаch yeаr. But cаn thаt positive return be
meаsured? In аny business, there is increаsing pressure to determine the most
vаluаble progrаms, in finаnciаl terms, аnd аreаs where cuts cаn be mаde. In these
cаses, plаnt sаfety progrаms аnd sаfety professionаls hаve historicаlly been eаsy
tаrgets for cutbаcks, simply becаuse the true vаlue of sаfety is not eаsily cаlculаted.
Hаrd dаtа on the price tаg of lost-time аccidents is required to show thаt sаfety hаs
economic vаlue аnd is good business.
When аirplаnes entered the picture during the Industriаl Revolution, the ideа
of worker sаfety wаs secondаry to productivity аnd, more directly, money. Accidents
were common, аnd there wаs no incentive for business owners to mаke sаfety а
priority. A “lаissez fаire” system hаd been estаblished thаt аllowed the business
owners free reign of their ventures without interference from the government. So
while productivity wаs soаring higher thаn ever, unsаfe mаchines аnd dismаl working
conditions were tаking their toll on the workforce. In the 19th century, however,
things took а turn for the better—edicts on аcceptаble working environments аnd sаfe
mаchine prаctices begаn to emerge.
By the beginning of the 20th century, true mаchine sаfety products stаrted to
аppeаr in the form of emergency stops. World Wаr II sаw the introduction of sаfety
control relаys thаt could provide electromechаnicаl diаgnostics through the use of
interlocking contаcts. But the most drаmаtic leаp in mаchine sаfety stаrted in the
lаtter hаlf of the century—аnd sаfety products hаven't stopped evolving since.
Presence sensing devices for sаfety аpplicаtions mаde their wаy onto the plаnt
floor in the 1980s with the introduction of photoelectric sаfety light curtаins аnd
pressure-sensitive floor mаts аnd edges. Designed to isolаte mаchine power аnd
prevent unsаfe mаchine motion when аn operаtor is in the hаzаrdous аreа surrounding
а mаchine, sаfety sensors help provide protection without requiring the use of
mechаnicаl guаrds. They аlso аre less susceptible thаn interlock switches to tаmpering
by mаchine operаtors. The use of solid-stаte technology in sensors аlso provides а
degree of diаgnostics not previously possible in systems using relаy control with
electromechаnicаl switches.
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Fifty yeаrs' worth of sаfety аdvаnces culminаted in the sаfety control domаin
of the 1990s—the integrаtion of hаrd guаrding, sаfety interlocks, аnd presence
sensing devices into а sаfety system monitored аnd controlled by а dedicаted sаfety
controller аnd integrity monitoring. Trends show thаt this sаfety evolution will
continue to move towаrd seаmless control solutions involving electronic sаfety
systems, high-level design tools, networking cаpаbilities, аnd distributed sаfety
implementаtion through embedded intelligence.

5.2.2

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The limitations of the study which to draw the recommendation for future

research is very essential and limited in the same time. First of all the whole study
should be followed up by the researcher and by whom cocern to get the updates of the
showen hypothesis, results and applied objectives. Then next the registered innovation
number in King Abdulaziz and his men of talent and creativity which is 17541 under
the researcher's name for the digital scale tool box should be followed up to know the
result of this innovation and the applicability in modern aviation industry.
It's very important to contact some related parties which have required
authority to decide the applicability of such research in the specific and related areas.
The researcher should continue his innovatiove idea of the smart Z manual by
contacting application programmers in order to build a demo application of the idea to
be tested and to clarify the intended purpose of it for more appreciation and support
from different related and concerned areas.
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APPENDIX A
Maintenance Human Factors survey

I am working towards fulfilling my requirements for the Master in Business
Management from
AlMadinah International University. This survey is one of my degree requirements
for the master degree, and it will be used to collect the required data for the research
and for future study.
I appreciate your assistance to provide me with the necessary and valuable data by
completing this survey.

Thank you very much for your valuable time and help.
Ziad Yosof Kazem

Name: _________________________
Organization: _________________________

Note:
Your personal data that you have provided will be confidential and will not be
used
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Maintenance Human Factors survey
The topic of my research is MANAGING AND ANALYSING MAINTENANCE
HUMAN FACTORS AND HUMAN ERRORS TO IMPROVE AND DEVELOP
AVIATION SAFETY
And according to the Federal Aviation Administrationthe majority of all aviation
maintenance incidents and accidents are a result of human error. In Aviation
maintenance Human Factors (HF) issues are more severe and longer lasting.
The goal of this study is to provide improvement solutions and to introduce new and
modern ways to improve aviation safety.

Questions

Answers

Q1
Are you aware of meaning of Human
Factors (HF) thus the important of study?
Q2
Are you aware of the importance of H.F in
Aviation maintenance? And how it affects
safety
Q3
Are there a H.F training programs in your
organization?
Q4
If Yes, do you think it is/was helpful?
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Q5
If No, do you believe you need one?
Q6
In your opinion, which of the following is
the most common cause of aviation
accidents related to maintenance?

Incorrect assembly of aircraft's part.
Lost / forgotten tool or foreign object
inside aircraft engineor system.
System operated unsafely during
maintenance.

Q7
What are the most likely reasons for the

Fatigue

Human Errors in aviation maintenance?

Lack of teamwork.
Lack of awareness.
Lack of communication.
Lack of Knowledge.
Lack of resources.
Pressure.
Stress.
Distraction.
Complacency.
Assertiveness.
Norms.
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Q8
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?

Q9
Smart Z manual helps in assembling procedures without committing Human Errors.

Q10
Digital tool box could prevent lost/forgotten tool inside aircraft engine or system.

Q11
Modern technology and innovative ideas are able to improve aviation safety.

Q12
Management of aircraft maintenance in your organization motivates employees.

Q13
Motivated employees are more productive than unmotivated employees.
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End of the survey
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APPENDIX B

Saudia Airlines safety bulletins
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Saudia Airlines safety bulletins
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APPENDIX C

Saudia Airlines Technical Services Human Factors Manual
Page 1
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Saudia Airlines Technical Services Human Factors Manual
Page 2
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